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Abstract
Stateless persons are categorised as de facto or de jure. The de jure stateless
person has convention rights assured by virtue of the provisions within the
Stateless Persons Convention 1954. As such international law comes to the aid of
the de jure stateless person. The de facto stateless person however is not
similarly protected by any convention. Although there is mention of inclusion of
de facto statelessness in the Stateless Persons Convention 1954 and the
Reduction of Statelessness Convention 1961, this inclusion of de facto
statelessness is located within the Final Acts of both conventions and is therefore
non-binding. There is in fact no clear definition of who a de facto stateless person
is. Nevertheless, regardless of whether a stateless person is de facto or de jure,
the consequences of statelessness are indeed grave. In Malaysia there are
communities that have de facto stateless persons in their midst. These
communities include the stateless children of Sabah, the undocumented Orang
Asli and Indians in Peninsular Malaysia amongst others. Traditional approaches
to de facto statelessness have been more inclusive compared to the more recent
attempts at defining this category of statelessness. The contemporary exclusive
approach leaves quite a few groups of de facto stateless persons out of this
category of statelessness and as such they do not fall within the purview of
international law. The paper examines both traditional and contemporary
approaches to de facto statelessness within the Malaysian context and provides
justification for a more inclusive definition of de facto statelessness, thereby
allowing more stateless persons within a municipal system to benefit from
international law protection.
Keywords: stateless; de facto stateless; de jure stateless; refugees; jus sanguinis

1

This paper was presented at the Annual International Conference on Law, Economics and
Politics (AICLEP 2015 Oxford) on 15th September 2015 in Day TWO Session ONE (Law- Group).
The session was chaired by Dr. Louis Valentin Mballa.
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1.

Introduction

A stateless person is one that does not receive legal protection within the State
but can come within the purview of international law. Waas states that ‘the
protection of the stateless has become an integral part of overall human rights
protection and stateless individuals can rely on the international legal framework
in the same way as persons who do hold a nationality.’2 When a person is
categorised as stateless, the question arises as to who benefits from such a
categorisation, should it be the State or the individual suffering the plight of
statelessness? According to Article 1 of the Convention Relating to the Status of
Stateless Persons 1954 a stateless person is ‘one who is not considered as a
national by any state under the operation of its law’. The definition being a pure
legal definition does not allude to the quality of nationality, the manner in which
nationality is granted, or access to a nationality.3 It excludes those persons with
ineffective nationality; are unable to establish their nationality or those who are
given nationality other than the nationality of their State habitual residence in
cases of State succession. Hence the convention definition relates to de jure
statelessness i.e. statelessness as of law. There is however the problem of de
facto statelessness as well where one is unable to say that one is a national of a
State as of fact.
The underlying premise for an exclusive convention definition for statelessness is
based on the fact that historically it was perceived that all those who were de
facto stateless were probably refugees and the Convention on the Status of
Refugees 1951 would cover this group of persons. The Refugee has been defined
in the Conventions Relating to the Status of Refugees 1951 and its protocol as a
person: ‘owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion,
is outside of his country of nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a
nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a
result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to
it’.4
From the foregoing definitions on stateless persons and refugees, it is obvious
that many persons have fallen through the gaps of the Stateless Persons
Convention and the Refugees Convention and remain without national
protection. They may not be de jure stateless but neither are they refugees.
Whilst de jure statelessness is a legal problem and the refugee issue is a
humanitarian problem, the de facto stateless persons fit somewhere in between.
It can be said that de facto statelessness poses a factual problem.
2

Laura van Waas, ‘Nationality and Rights’ in Brad K Blitz and Maureen Lynch, Statelessness and
the Benefits of Citizenship: A Comparative Study (Oxford Brookes University 2009) 26.
3
Marilyn Achiron, Nationality and Statelessness: A Handbook for Parliamentarians (SADAG
Imprimerie 2008) 17.
4
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees [1951] 189 UNTS 150.
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An exclusive definition on statelessness does have its merits though. States might
be all too pleased to have a person categorised as stateless as this would bring
the person within the purview of international law. It can be seen as a transfer of
the burden of statelessness from the municipal system to the international
system. According to Harvey ‘A State which strips persons of its nationality and
expels them might be only too pleased to see them cut loose and left to float free
as stateless, especially if this entailed obligations upon other States to take them
in and absorb them.’5 Limiting the definition compels the State to deal with the
issue of de facto statelessness internally without international law assistance.
This stance however does not serve to benefit the individuals within the State.
The plight of the stateless person does not emerge as effectively as that of the
refugee. The story of statelessness is not easy to define and not easily
understood; it lacks credible solutions at a global level. There is also a lack of
political will in dealing with this issue of statelessness.6 The fact that there is
further categorisation of stateless persons to include de jure and de facto
statelessness merely exacerbates the issue of non-emergence of the plight of the
stateless person. If the matter of de facto stateless persons is kept at a municipal
level, this may lead to protracted cases of statelessness without external
pressure which would nudge States into resolving the issue. Since the right to a
nationality is indeed the right to have rights, such instances of statelessness
should no longer be occurring within municipal systems.
2.

Development of a Definition to De facto Statelessness

The Study of Statelessness of 1949 defined de facto stateless persons as persons
who:
…having left the country of which they were nationals, no longer
enjoy the protection and assistance of their national authorities,
either because the authorities refuse to grant them assistance and
protection, or because they themselves renounce the assistance and
protection of the countries of which they are nationals.7
The Constitution of the International Refugee Organisation (IRO) in its Annex 1
stipulates that a de facto stateless person is, “ … a person … who … is unable or
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of the Government of his country of
nationality or former nationality.”8 A more contemporary definition is provided
in The Handbook for Parliamentarians, (a de facto stateless person is) “ … unable
to demonstrate that he/she is de jure stateless, yet he / she has no effective
nationality and does not enjoy national protection … ”.9 These definitions remain
5

Alison Harvey, ‘Statelessness: the ‘de facto’ statelessness debate’ (2010) 24(3) JIANL 257, 263.
Lindsey Nicole Kingston, Legal Invisibility: Statelessness and Issue (Non) Emergence, (Ph.D.
Thesis, Graduate School of Syracuse University 2009) 7.
7
The United Nations, A Study of Statelessness ([6], UN Doc E/1112,E1112/Add.I 1949) 6.
8
ibid 6.
9
Achiron (3) 11.
6
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useful reference points albeit are non-binding as they are not convention
definitions.
Even though the convention definition of statelessness does not include the de
facto stateless, nevertheless the notion of de facto statelessness has a place
within the Stateless Persons Conventions. The Final Act to the Stateless Persons
Convention recommends that each Contracting State, when it recognizes as valid
the reasons for which a person has renounced the protection of the State of
which he is a national, consider sympathetically the possibility of according to
that person the treatment which the convention accords to stateless persons.
After the Stateless Persons Convention was formulated, a Conference on the
Elimination or Reduction of Future Statelessness Convention was convened in
March 1959 in Geneva. The Conference continued with their work in 1961 which
resulted in the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness. 10 Again it is
in the Final Act which provides for de facto statelessness. Resolution I of the Final
Act of the 1961 Reduction of Statelessness Convention recommends that persons
who are stateless de facto should as far as possible be treated as stateless de jure
to enable them to acquire effective nationality. States party to these conventions
therefore have the alternative to provide the de facto stateless person the kind
of protection accorded to the de jure stateless persons through the Final Acts of
these two conventions.
3.

De facto Stateless Groups in Malaysia

There are countless instances of de facto statelessness that can arise around the
world. Examples prevalent within Malaysia include situations whereby births are
not registered, technical or procedural glitches that might cause one to lose one’s
nationality without acquiring a new one or conflict of nationality law where a
child is born in Malaysia which practices the jus sanguinis principle on acquisition
of nationality but whose parents come from a State that practices the jus soli
principle. It has been observed that the predominant cause of de facto
statelessness in Peninsular Malaysia is failure to register births. Malaysia
currently grants nationality by way of jus sanguinis. According the S.1(a) Part II of
the 2nd Schedule to the Federal Constitution of Malaysia, this means that a
person is only entitled to citizenship of Malaysia provided either parent is a
citizen or permanent resident of Malaysia. If the parents are without documents,
then the registration of the birth of the child would be arduous and may require
costly procedures such as DNA testing to prove parentage. Children can therefore
inherit the stateless condition of their parents. In West Malaysia specific groups
of people that still have de facto stateless persons in their midst include ethnic
Indians and the Orang Asli.

10

Hugh Masey, Legal and Protection Policy Research Series (LPPR/2010/01) 31-32.
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4.

De facto Stateless Indians and Orang Asli

The diverse stateless populations of Malaysia are demonstrated through their
origins. The stateless Indians and Orang Asli originate from different geographical
locations and have come into the Malaysia during different periods of time.
Indian migration into Malaysia began as early as 1786 during British rule. Most
migrant workers that came from India were labourers.11 The first two decades of
the 20th century saw the rise in demand for rubber. Tamil labourers were brought
into Peninsular Malaysia to work in the rubber plantations.12 The Tamil labourers
that came into the country were predominantly ill-educated or totally illiterate,
poorly paid, lived in scattered, isolated groups housed in ‘coolie lines’ located on
the estates in which they were employed. 13 Their conditions remained
despondent even after the British left the country upon independence in 1957 as
rubber and palm oil plantations are still home to some of the poorest Indians in
Malaysia.14
Due to a life of alienation or exploitation in the estates, there have been children
found not to be properly registered after birth and adults that have no
identification card to establish their identity.15 Hence they have been known as
the “invisible Malaysians”.16 Data collected by Era Consumer’s community
centers in the States of Kedah, Perak, Selangor and Negeri Sembilan estimated
the number of Indians to be without birth certificates, identity cards or even
marriage certificates to be about 20,000 in the year 2006.17 Governmental
officials place the number to about 3,000 to 4,000 persons in the year 2011.18
Non-governmental agencies like Era Consumer believe that the official numbers
are far from accurate.19
The Orang Asli of Malaysia on the other hand, have been in this country since
time immemorial. The Orang Asli of Peninsular Malaysia currently refer to
different aboriginal groups living in the peninsula that make up only about 0.6%

11

Sandhu Kernial Singh, Indians in Malaya: Some Aspects of Their Immigration and Settlement
1786-1957 (Cambridge University Press 1969).
12
H.E. Wilson, ‘Labour, Plantations and Politics in Pre-War Malaya: The Selangor Riots’ (1941) CJH
87.
13
Ibid 88.
14
Zafar Anjum, ‘Indian Discontent in Malaysia’ 2007 Asia Sentinal Consulting <
http://www.asiasentinel.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=900&Itemid=31>
accessed 18 July 2012.
15
Ramdas Tikamdas, ‘The Right to Identity under the Constitution and International Law’,
Statelessness: An Obstacle to Economic Empowerment (Malaysia, 2006)1.
16
Ibid 1.
17
Ibid 2.
18
Datuk Sri Subramaniam, ‘My Daftar Campaign’ To Target As Many Indians As Possible’
Beranama.com < http://www.bernama.com/bernama/v5/newsindex.php?id=563818> (Kuala
Lumpur 15 February 2011).
19
Nanthini Ramalo, ‘Stateless Undocumented Indians’ (DHRRA Malaysia, 23 September 2011)<
http://www.seahrw.org/v1/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=60:statelessundocumented-indians&catid=39:malaysia&Itemid=67 > accessed 18 June 2012.
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of the Malaysian population as at 2004.20 The different groups of Orang Asli have
been categorized broadly as the Semang-Negrito, the Senoi and the Proto-Malay.
The Semang-Negrito have been in Malaysia for over 25,000 years and are
believed to have originated from populations of the Sunda Landmass and New
Guinea.21 The Senoi migrated from Mainland South East Asia at around 2,000 BC
and the Proto-Malay from Borneo and Sumatra about 4,000 years ago.22 These
are further divided into eighteen ‘aboriginal ethnic groups’.23 They are scattered
in all parts of the peninsula except for the States of Perlis and Penang.24
A variety of terms were used to name the Orang Asli of Peninsular Malaysia. The
Orang Asli initially referred as ‘Jakun’ or ‘Sakai’. The terms implied an
economically and socially primitive society and were terms detested by the
Orang Asli themselves25. The terms were therefore derogatory. These terms
separated them from the majority indigenous group which is the Malay
community of the peninsula which upon taking control of the peninsula, was
deemed the definitive peoples of the peninsula and the territory became known
as the ‘Malay Peninsula’.26 The name ‘Orang Asli’ which means ‘original people’
was later given to them by the British rulers chiefly to gain their loyalty in the
fight against the communist.27 The distinction between the indigenous peoples
however still remain. The Orang Asli are still known as the aborigines of the
Malay Peninsula 28 and this term carries a ‘semantic load’ according to
Anderson. 29 There are certain inferences placed on certain groups. The
aborigines were no doubt indigenous peoples but they were a certain sort of
indigenous peoples, in the sense that they were a “primitive people whose
inevitable fate was cultural extinction”.30

20

Datuk Abu Jabar Che Nai, ‘Empowering the Orang Asli’ Star Online
<http://thestar.com.my/news/story.asp?file=/2010/5/26/focus/6335356&sec=focus>
(Kuala
Lumpur 26 May 2010).
21
William White Howells, Getting Here: The Story of Human Evolution, (Compass Press, 1997)
203.
22
Iskandar Carey, Orang Asli: The Aboriginal Tribes of Peninsular Malaysia, (Oxford University
Press, 1976) 13-18.
23
Yahya Awang, Kajian Mengenai Masalah Ketiadaan Dokumen Pengenalan Diri Di Kalangan
Masyarakat Orang Asli Semenanjung Malaysia (Centre For Malaysian Indigenous Studies,
University Malaya 2010) 1.
24
ibid 1.
25
Colin Nicholas, ‘The Orang Asli: Origins and Classification’ (Vol I2 Peoples and Traditions,
Encyclopeadia Malaysiana) 20.
26
Alice Nah, ‘(Re) Mapping Indigenous ‘Race’/Place in Postcolonial Peninsular Malaysia’ (2006)
88B (3) SSAG 286.
27
Asia Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Network, The Department of Orang Asli Affairs, Malaysia-An
Agency For Assimilation (2008) 4.
28
Article 160 of the Federal Constitution.
29
B.R.O’G Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
(2nd Edn, Verso 1991) 122.
30
Herbert Dean Noone, ‘Report on the settlements and welfare of the Ple-Temiar Senoi of the
Perak-Kelantan watershed’ (1936) 19 (Part 1) JFMSM, 72.
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The Orang Asli do not have specific provisions within the Federal Constitution
that safeguard their rights as the other indigenous communities like the Malays
and the indigenous people of Sabah and Sarawak do.31 The Federal Constitution
merely defines who the Orang Asli is without giving them additional rights or
privileges.32 The Orang Asli are dependent on rights that may be created by
statute, as Article 8 (5)(c) of the Federal Constitution33 stipulates that law created
for the protection, well-being or advancement of the aboriginal peoples shall not
be invalidated or prohibited on the basis of lack of equality. It is submitted that
the Federal Constitution only provides for the negative obligation of not
invalidating rather than the positive obligation of granting rights to the Orang Asli
as it is part of the exemptions to Article 8 of the Federal Constitution.
The Aboriginal Peoples Act 1954 (Act 134)34 has given authority to the ‘Jabatan
Kemajuan Orang Asli’ (JAKOA) to safeguard the welfare of the Orang Asli. The
Orang Asli are the only people who are officially under the authority of a
governmental department. The paternal approach employed only accentuates
the perception that the Orang Asli are a primitive group who are unable to fend
for themselves. Hence they are doubly marginalized by being both de facto
stateless and indigenous.
One of the predominant causes of de facto statelessness amongst the orang asli
is failure to register births. Several factors exist which causes the Orang Asli to
omit registering births. Low literacy rates amongst the Orang Asli of Peninsular
Malaysia make it difficult for them to complete registration forms. Additionally,
they suffer from the lack of understanding regarding the importance of
registration of births.35 Orang Asli families depend on the JAKOA and civil society
for assistance in the administrative tasks related to registration of births.
Certain Orang Asli communities do not name their children at birth due to the
fear of ill faith for the child as it is seen as a bad omen to name the child too
early. As such, they may pass the deadline for registration of births, which is two
weeks. Some of the Orang Asli communities do not have permanent places of
abode, which is a hindrance to registration as well.36
The Orang Asli living in remote areas also have difficulty gaining access to the
Registration Departments that are situated in urban areas and cities. Oftentimes,
transportation fees are too high to bear. The Orang Asli predominantly live in
isolated communities and their only link with the mainstream public is the
JAKOA. If the officers of the department are not vigilant in their responsibility
towards the Orang Asli, then Orang Asli children may forego birth certificates.37
Research conducted by Awang finds that out of the 147 Orang Asli respondents
31

Federal Constitution of Malaysia 1957, Article 153.
Federal Constitution of Malaysia 1957, Article 160 (2).
33
Federal Constitution of Malaysia 1957, Article 8 (5) (c).
34
The Aboriginal Peoples Act 1954 (Act 134).
35
Yahya Awang (n 23) 76.
36
Yahya Awang (n 23) 65.
37
Yahya Awang (n 23) 76.
32
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from villages within Perak, Pahang and Kelantan, 98% of them do not have birth
certificates.38 Interestingly, only 22.9% of them do not have identity cards.39 This
is a positive finding that implies that registration efforts have stepped up over
the years within the various organs of the JAKOA department within the State.
From the historical illustration given above, one can deduce that the situation of
statelessness arises for both the Indians and the Orang Asli by virtue of the fact
that their births and subsequent births of their children may not be registered.
5.

Sabah stateless of Filipino Descent

In East Malaysia, there are different groups of de facto stateless persons that give
rise to different causes of de facto statelessness. East Malaysia hosts a large
group of persons of Filipino descent. The geographical landscape of Sabah has
over the years allowed for easy albeit illegal access into Sabah for Philippine
citizens40. This has given rise to the problem of stateless persons residing in
Sabah.
Specifically, during the Mindanao insurgency in the Philippines under the
authoritarian rule of President Marcos, migration took place from the Philippines
to Sabah. This took place between 1970 and 1977 and at that point of time the
migrants were in fact refugees of Suluk and Bajau origin. They settled in the
towns of Sandakan, Tawau and Lahad Datu. 41 As of 1974 54,000 IMM-13
documents were issued in Sabah under Regulation 11 (10), Immigration
Regulations 196342. The IMM-13 permit issued under the Regulations allows the
holder to reside and work in Malaysia but the card is renewable on a yearly basis.
After 1978, even more persons claiming to be refugees from the Philippines
began to make their way to Sabah. Technically however the reasons for the
refugee status had ended as there was a peace treaty between the Philippines
Government and the Moro Liberation Front.43 As such those that arrived post1977 were in fact economic migrants who were fortunate enough to be able to
establish networks with earlier arrivals to Sabah.

38

Yahya Awang (n 23) 32.
Yahya Awang (n 23) 32.
40
Tenaganita, ‘Acting Today for Tomorrow’s Generation, Asia Pacific Mission for Migrants and
Christian Conference of Asia – Urban and Rural Mission’, Regional Conference on
Stateless/Undocumented Children of Sabah (Malaysia, 2005) 22.
41
Kamal Sadiq, ‘When States Prefer Non-Citizens Over Citizens: Conflict Over Illegal Immigration
into Malaysia’ (2005) 49 ISQ 106.
42
Immigration Regulations 1963, L.N. 228/1963.
43
Sadiq (n 41) 106.
39
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It is through this backdrop of events that has led to the population growth in
Sabah from 0.65 million in 1970 to 3.04 million in 2009.44 There are about
610,104 documented workers in Sabah. 45 Non-governmental Organisations
estimate that there could be more than two million illegal immigrants.46 That
would allow for the existence of at least 10,000 children in Sabah to be stateless
in 2005.47 The numbers would clearly be more today. Hence stateless persons
residing in Sabah seems to be a problem that will not disappear any time soon.
For persons of Filipino descent residing in Sabah, the situation of de facto
statelessness arises where the State of residence i.e. Malaysia believes the
person to be a national of the State of origin (the Philippines) whilst the State of
origin believes the person to be the national of the State of residence. In a sense,
this is a conflict of perceptions between States. Giving a narrow definition to de
facto statelessness may mean confining these instances of de facto statelessness
within Malaysian jurisdiction.
6.

Consequences of Statelessness

Regardless of whether a person is de facto or de jure stateless, the consequences
of statelessness are grave both internationally and municipally. Walker calls it
the ‘evils of statelessness that can be visited in either two or both of two aspects
of his life: 1) his treatment within the country he resides; and 2) his inability to
present or have presented on his behalf a claim for a wrong suffered in or at the
hands of another territorial community.’ 48 Studies have employed a joint
approach in researching issues pertaining to de facto and de jure statelessness
and have found that there is no significant difference between the protection
needs of de jure and de facto statelessness.49
Within the international arena, the de facto stateless person may not be
provided with diplomatic protection. He or she may not have an embassy to run
too in a foreign State. Municipally all 1st generation and 2nd generation rights may
be eschewed from the de facto stateless person. For example, in Malaysia one
would need some form of documentation in order to receive formalised
governmental education. De facto stateless persons receive informal education
through the initiatives of non-governmental organisations and faith based
organisations. The right to formal employment is also lost for the de facto
stateless person. This results in them acquiring only odd-jobs in order to earn an
income in the State. These are the basic rights that every human being needs in
44

‘Policy Updates 2010, Migrant Labour’, MWG-JUMP Advocacy Workshop, Kuala Lumpur, 19th
Nov 2010.
45
Chief Minister Datuk Musa Aman, Star (Kuala Lumpur, 19 October 2009).
46
‘Policy Updates 2010, Migrant Labour’, MWG-JUMP Advocacy Workshop (Kuala Lumpur, 2010).
47
‘Young and Vulnerable, Stateless Children in Sabah’ The Malay Mail (Kuala Lumpur,18 July
2005).
48
Dorothy Jean Walker, ‘Violation or Conduit for Violation of Human Rights?’ (1981) 3 (1) HRQ
106,115.
49
Gábor Gyulai, Forgotten Without Reason, Protection of Non-Refugee Stateless Persons in
Central Europe, (Hungarian Helsinki Committee, 2007) 8.
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order to survive and yet they may not be available to persons who have resided
in Malaysia all their life but are not registered nationals of the State.
According to Batchelor, de facto stateless persons may languish this way for
decades, unable to exercise any of the rights of citizenship and fearful to leave
the country in which they reside because they will not be readmitted. As such
they are unable to enter the ‘country of their ancestors’ and, in any event, no
longer with significant ties elsewhere.50 Batchelor’s quote aptly describes the
plight of the stateless in Sabah. The difference however is that regardless of the
risks involved, these stateless persons do leave Sabah to return to the Philippines
but make their way back to Malaysia illegally if circumstances permit. At times
they are deported back. Deportees find their way back to Sabah since for them it
is Sabah and not the Philippines that has become their permanent home.51
The Stateless Persons convention provides for extensive protection provisions to
the de jure stateless person but omits to include the procedural questions of how
to determine whether a person is stateless.52 This is a problem that is prevalent
within international law. As such difficulties abound in determining who is
stateless within the State let alone de facto stateless.
7.

Application of the Concept of de facto Statelessness

Not all commentators agree that the concept of de facto statelessness even
existed. Special Rapporteur to the International Law Commission, Hudson
together with Weis preferred the term de facto unprotected persons rather than
de facto stateless. 53 Lauterpacht was of the view that the term de facto
statelessness was never clearly defined. 54He also felt that it would be very
difficult in practice to make a clear distinction between de jure and de facto
statelessness and that including de facto statelessness in a convention that deals
with elimination or reduction of future statelessness would impose upon States
the duty and give them the right to decide that a person who was a national of
State X was not really a national of that State.55 Apart from which, States would
accordingly be obliged to treat de facto stateless persons as assimilated in most
respects to their own nationals. It has not been well settled as to whether what is
needed for de facto statelessness to occur is a renunciation of nationality for
valid reasons, which is the term used in the Final Act to the Stateless Persons
Convention, denial of protection by State, or circumstance where the State is
50

Carol Batchelor, ‘Statelessness and the Problem of Resolving Nationality Status’ (1998) 10 (No 1
/ 2) IJRL 156, 178.
51
Azizah Kassim, ‘Filipino Refugees in Sabah: State Responses, Public Stereotypes and the
Dilemma Over Their Future (June 2009) Vol.47, No.1 Southeast Asian Studies 52, 83
52
Gyulai (n 49) 11.
53
Manley Ottmer Hudson, Report on Nationality, Including Statelessness (A/CN.4/50, 1952) 17.
54
Hersch Lauterpacht, Summary record of the 246th meeting of the International Law Commission,
(A/CN.4/SR.246, 1954) para18.
55
Hersch Lauterpacht, Summary record of the 249th meeting of the International Law Commission,
(A/CN.4/SR.249, 1954) paras 15-17.
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unable to protect the stateless person. Neither is it certain that the individual has
to have ineffective nationality or be unable to establish his or her nationality.
Different documents provide different reasons for de facto statelessness.
Batchelor includes in her definition of de facto stateless those who cannot
establish their nationality; those with ineffective nationality as well as those who
cannot verify their citizenship status without the final declaration of the State.56
Massey on the other hand provides an alternative point of view. According to
him, as a general rule, non-enjoyment of rights attached to nationality does not
constitute de facto statelessness. The exception lies where the person does not
enjoy diplomatic protection and consular assistance of the State of nationality in
relation to other States.57
As for persons who are unable to establish their nationality or are of
undetermined nationality, according to Massey they may be either de jure or de
facto stateless.58 For persons outside the State whose nationality is at issue, if
they are found to be nationals of the State concerned then they are in fact de
facto stateless provided they are found to be refugees or otherwise unable or
unwilling to avail themselves of protection from that State. If they are on the
other hand found not to be nationals of the State concerned, they will be de jure
stateless if they do not have the nationality of another state. For persons inside
the State whose nationality is at issue, the persons may not possess any
documentation which proves they are nationals of the State concerned and their
treatment by that State may suggest that it does not regard them as nationals, or
that State may even have made an initial determination that they are not its
nationals. Nevertheless, the UNHCR or another State may consider that such
persons have the nationality of that State. In such cases, such persons may be
considered to be de jure stateless.59
Thirdly, it was also submitted by Massey that de facto statelessness does not
apply to persons who, in the context of State succession, against their will
acquire the nationality of a State other than the State with which they have a
genuine and effective link through habitual residence.60
Massey goes on to give his own definition on de facto statelessness as follows:
De facto stateless persons are persons outside the country of their nationality
who are unable or, for valid reasons, are unwilling to avail themselves of the
protection of that country.
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Carol Batchelor, ‘Stateless Persons: Some Gaps in International Protection’ (1995) 7 IJRL232,
257.
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Massey (10) 40.
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Persons who have more than one nationality are de facto stateless only if they
are outside all the countries of their nationality and are unable, or for valid
reasons, are unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of any of those
countries.61
Massey’s definition is tailored to some extent by the Refugees Convention. It is
easy to see how a refugee would be unwilling to avail him or herself of protection
from a country that persecutes him or her but there are no clear guidelines as to
what amounts to ‘valid reasons’ to be unwilling to avail oneself of protection
within the South East Asian context. Hear lies the conundrum. Should we limit de
facto statelessness to include very few categories of people within this definition
of de facto statelessness as Massey does, or do we broaden the concept for
South East Asia?
Massey’s definition of de facto statelessness becomes particularly important due
to its adoption as part of the Summary Conclusions to the Prato Expert Meeting.
62 The Prato Conclusion goes further to highlight that prolonged non-cooperation
including where the country of nationality does not respond to the host country’s
communications can be considered as a refusal of protection.63
Applying Massey’s submissions and the subsequent Prato conclusions on the
separate categories of de facto statelessness to the Malaysian scenario would
mean that children with parents of Filipino descent residing in Sabah would
probably be de facto stateless. However, the Indians and Orang Asli without birth
certificates would not be considered to be stateless at all. At the most they would
be ‘undocumented Malaysians.’ These instances of lack of documentation will
not be taken cognizance of within the international sphere.
Paragraph 12(f) of Part II of the Prato Conclusions provide for further respite for
the stateless in Sabah that are of Filipino descent as unresolved situations of de
facto statelessness, in particular over two or more generations, may lead to de
jure statelessness.64 Hence they can be placed within the international system of
law on stateless persons and rightly so as their prospects of attaining alternative
nationality would be close to nil due to the protracted nature of their plight.
8.

Possible Approach to De Facto Statelessness

Although statelessness comes within the purview of international law and is
negotiated upon at State level, resolutions of conflict may be better achieved at a
lower level. States may come up with sophisticated legal constructs that look
61
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good on paper but remain artificial as it fails to address the human problem of
statelessness. The author recommends the following approach in handling the
issue of de facto statelessness. There ought to be a convention definition of de
facto statelessness which ought not mirror the exclusivity of the de jure stateless
definition of the Stateless Persons Convention but rather be more inclusive and
all-embracing covering cases on the uncertainty of lawful place of citizenship as
the Sabah Stateless. This would be the only way in which the plight of the de
facto stateless person in developing countries like Malaysia would be able to
emerge within the international arena. This emergence in the author’s point of
view puts positive pressure on States to address the problem of de facto
statelessness. The cases of unregistered births as faced by the ethnic Indians and
Orang Asli on the other hand remain within the domestic sphere since they are
eligible to Malaysian citizenship based on the jus sanguinis principle of
acquisition of nationality.
Although, the plight of the stateless person in general lacks clarity compared to
the plight of refugees, nevertheless international media attention and general
awareness is what’s needed in cases such as these. In metaphorical terms it is
more a case of cleaning one’s own backyard rather than washing dirty linen in
public. There have been instances where the status of statelessness had proved
more advantageous compared to nationality.65 It is the author’s contention that
perhaps being de facto stateless may prove more beneficial to those without
documents residing in Malaysia compared to being considered to be an
undocumented Malaysian since international law takes cognizance of both de
facto and de jure statelessness specifically for the stateless persons of Sabah.
Furthermore, the more inclusive the international law definition of de facto is,
the more inclusive would be its incorporation within municipal levels. As
stipulated in the Hungarian Helsinki Committee analysis, it is in the States’
interest to find an efficient and lawful solution for de facto stateless persons,
avoiding thus unnecessary social risks their permanent state of legal limbo may
cause.66
The inclusive definition of statelessness does not shift the burden from the
municipal system to the international system but keeps the de facto stateless
person within the periphery of both levels. Mutual communication in a nonhierarchical manner is pertinent in order to begin to resolve the problems
relating to de facto statelessness and to close the protection gap that arises with
minimal financial implications. Kept at the municipal level, certain de facto
stateless persons like the Stateless of Sabah may find him or herself languishing
without rights for years on end.
9.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the research focusses on the de facto stateless person and the
need for greater international law visibility of their plight. Much of the support
65
66
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and provision of rights to the stateless person has been created within the
international sphere. The Indians and the Orang Asli without documents in
Malaysia have difficulty gaining access to rights within the State but
unfortunately do not fall within the international law purview with regards to
statelessness as more recent jurisprudence in relation to de facto statelessness
excludes the circumstances that they fall under. It is only the Sabah children that
may fall within the purview of international law by virtue of their potentially de
facto stateless existence in Sabah. This however is still moot and is yet to be
tested at both municipal and international legal systems.
The researcher makes a recommendation that would assist the de facto stateless
person through a holistic and clear interpretation of the treaty definition on
statelessness to cover both de jure and de facto stateless persons so as to ensure
that implementation of law will ultimately allow for all stateless persons within
Malaysia to live with dignity.
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Abstract
Most of the International Sale contracts are formed by electronic means of
communication in today’s international business and trade. Sharp
development of modern electronic communication technologies provides a
challenge to the traditional rules of contract law. Formation of contract in
international sale is similar to the rules of traditional contract formation rules.
Application of the provisions of the UN Convention for the International Sale
of Goods 1980 (CISG) are analysed in this article in relation to the usage of
these methods of electronic communications technologies. The different
approaches to the time and place of contracting as well as the formalities
required are discussed and applied in this context. The research has
discovered that the CISG forms a coherent body of uniform contract law in
international sale world-wide, well suited to deal adequately with the modern
electronic communications technologies.
Keywords: CISG, international sale, electronic communication, formation of
contract, Dispatch Theory.
1.

Introduction

The United Nations Convention on Contract for International Sale of Goods (CISG)
1980 67 was adopted quarter of century ago while advanced electronic
communication technologies were not available. Since the text of the CISG was
adopted the method of business communications has changed drastically by the
introduction of newer communication technologies such as email and electronic
data interchange (EDI).68 By introducing electronic means of communication
businesses enjoy major benefits such as reduced cost, increased processing
speed, reduced errors and improved relationships with business partners. At
present in most international sale contracts the common documents exchanged
via EDI are purchase orders, invoices and Advance Ship Notices. The most
common documents exchanged via EDI are purchase orders, invoices and
Advance Ship Notices. It is clear from the wording of article 13 that these

67

United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, Apr. 11, 1980, U.N.
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applications were not available at the time as it only refers to telegram and
telex.69
The use of technological means raises not only issues related to the applicability
of the CISG, but also in respect to its material provisions. Indeed, the parties may
negotiate an agreement electronically: one of them might make, withdraw or
revoke an offer by means of an electronic message, and the other party might
make or revoke an acceptance using the same means. In those cases, the issue is
whether the CISG allows the parties to use electronic communications in the
process of formation of the sale contract. After the contract is formed, the
parties might still use electronic communications to interact with each other.
Then, the issue is whether the effects attributed by the CISG to certain
communications made after the conclusion of the sales contract will also be
given to electronic communications. The analysis of these issues requires a prior
review of the general rules of the CISG in respect to communications between
the parties in light of the technological developments.
CISG as a uniform piece of legislation for international sale contracts, one of the
most important concerns is that it is impossible to be amended as needed. The
challenges posed by these new communication technologies in international sale
contracts offer an excellent opportunity to analyse whether that prediction was
accurate or not. The article will analyse the contract formation issues covered by
the CISG in the context of the use of these newer communication technologies
and their applications to establish whether any specific problems arise that need
to be addressed by parties who use these applications in international sale
contracts. This will also address the issue of sphere of application and the
requirements stipulated for communications to be valid and effective under the
CISG. Further it will examine the form requirements in international sale
contracts such as writing and signature.
2. Electronic communications in International Sale Contracts
Most of the international sale contracts are communicated through electronic
means of communication technology in today’s business world. Function of
electronic communication technology in international sale contracts is rather
faster compared to traditional postal communication. Business corporations
mostly use email and other forms of online forms uploaded in their website to
communicate each other for international sale. In such dealings most often there
is no face-to-face communication or negotiation between the parties. However,
there are some new applications which are more direct than others such as
online video calls provided by skype, google hangout, facebook, viber, Whatsapp,

69
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etc.70 These types of communication technologies are considered to be next to
the face to face negotiations as the communication takes place directly in time
between the parties without any real time pause. Any uncertainties, ambiguities
or even breaks in communication can be clarified immediately by the parties.71
This is not the case where there is a break in place and time between the
communications of the different parties. In electronic communications there is
this gap in time and space, but the gap in time is much smaller than it used to be
with traditional postal communication. In electronic communication the
participation of third parties such as service providers is much less apparent than
is the case with either post or telegram.
The analysis of offer and acceptance which forms part of the structure of the
CISG72 is often difficult to make in complicated negotiations where there is a
great deal of communication between the parties as it is often the case in
international trade.73 This is further complicated by the introduction of methods
of communication such as electronic means of communication which requires a
more flexible approach than the strict offer-acceptance dichotomy. It seems
however that with the provisions contained in the Convention, there is enough
flexibility to evade the constraints of forcing communications into either the offer
or acceptance sculpture.74 The question as to when communications will become
valid and binding in the case of parties who are not in touch directly, has been
solved in a number of different ways. Each of these approaches in essence
determines which of the parties carries the risk of a communication being lost,
destroyed or damaged in the transition process. Unless determined by
agreement between the parties themselves75 there are following four main
theories which may be applied.76
First, the parties must receive the content of the information directly from the
other parties. This is known as the information theory which determines that a
communication only becomes effective once the recipient takes notice of the
70
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content of the communication.77 This theory is usually applied to direct forms of
communication such as VOIP communication or telecommunication, video
conference calling system and may often also be the default position in cases of
uncertainty.78 Under direct forms of communication parties has the opportunity
to clarify any ambiguity or information gap.
Second, the reception theory which determines that a communication only
becomes effective once the recipient has actually physically received the
communication or it has at least been made available to it, even though it has not
yet taken notice of the content. In terms of this so-called ‘Zugangstheorie’,79 the
deciding moment is dependent upon the communication being available to the
recipient in the sense that it has been placed at its disposal in a place in which it
would expect to receive communications in the normal course of business and in
a manner which is comprehensible to it. It is usually used in regard to indirect
forms of communication such as Fax, telegram, telex and in modern age email
and has its origin in civil law systems.80
Third, the postal rule or dispatch theory in terms of which the communication is
effective once it has been posted or sent by the sender. This is usually applied to
cases of indirect communications and has its origins in the Common Law where it
was introduced to handle the issue of revocability of offers. This theory is
applicable both in English and American law subject to the condition that the
post or similar medium of communication was prescribed or authorised
specifically or impliedly by the offeror and that acceptance was properly
dispatched. In some instances, the emphasis has moved from the authorisation
of the form of communication to the question of reasonableness. 81 At present
when an email is sent by the sender it falls under dispatch theory and the
communication is considered effective.
Forth, the formulation theory in terms of which the communication becomes
effective the moment that the responder begins to formulate its communication.
This theory is usually only used in conjunction with the postal theory to prevent a
party from retracting an offer or communication once the other party has started
to respond to that communication.82 In current electronic communication system
formulation theory works when an email is received and replied to the sender.
77
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Although these theories or principles were developed first and foremost to deal
with the risks of communications in the contract negotiations phase, they are
generally applied today to all forms of communications between contractual
parties including international sale contracts. This theory applies to the electronic
communication in international sale similarly as postal rule depending on which
forms of electronic communication parties to the contract resorted to.
In application of electronic communication in international sale contracts, a
strong case can be made out for the use of one of the variants of the reception
theory rather than the information or dispatch theory in the absence of any
provision by the parties. There are conflicting approaches to this issue in the
English and American law. In English law this view is accepted and used whereas
in the United States the mailbox rule is also used in regard to electronic message
transfers such as telex, fax and even telephone.83 If electronic communication
technology for instance, is being applied, it is quite easy to determine when a
party had access to a message, or when it had received it.84 On the other hand it
may be very difficult to determine when it actually became informed of the
existence or content of the message in a subjective sense. Very often an
electronic order will be acknowledged by the seller’s system and executed by its
plant without any person with executive powers actually taking notice of the
communication. In these circumstances it is unrealistic to apply the information
theory. This theory also provides opportunities for the recipient to deceive its
opponent and it encumbers the sender with an almost impossible burden of
proof.
In most circumstances it is fairer to both parties to apply an objective test,
namely the reception theory rather than the subjective information theory when
dealing with indirect forms of communication. Whether electronic
communication technology, fax, telex or e-mail, it is fairly easy to determine
objectively when a party actually received a message or had access to it.85 The
choice between strict reception, where actual reception is required, and the
‘Zugangstheorie’, which only requires access, will vary from situation to situation.
As a general rule it may be argued that the ‘Zugangstheorie’ is probably the fairer
solution for most situations if it is made subject to the condition that the
message must be readable or processable by the recipient. It has the advantage
of being objective and it provides the least opportunity for either party to
unfairly manipulate the time of the dispatch or reception of the message.
In the case of an email, fax or telex, the offer, acceptance, order or notice will be
legally effective once it has been received by the recipient’s a fax machine in a
83
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processable form; in the case of direct electronic communication, the offer,
acceptance, order or notice will be legally effective once it has been received by
the third party network operator and placed in the recipient’s electronic mailbox,
when store and retrieve communication is used, or where it has been received by
the recipient’s computer system; and in the case of an e-mail, the offer,
acceptance, order or notice will be legally effective once it has been deposited in
the recipient’s electronic post box or usually known as sent mail.
In situations where communications are made between parties inter absentes,
the receipt and postal theories are competing theories with different
justifications for the use of the one or the other. The main consideration in the
application of these theories is the distribution of the risk of the communication
being delayed, destroyed lost or changed during the transmission process.
Whereas the usual point of departure in the law of contract is the information
theory, the point of departure in communications inter absentes is handled
differently in common law and civil law countries. In common law countries the
dispatch or mailbox rule is used to account for difficulties in regard to the
revocation of the offer. In civil law countries the receipt principle is normally used
as offers are normally not revocable. However, when judging the consistency of
the solutions followed by the CISG, different considerations need to be applied.
The use of either principle should be based on the principle of fairness between
the parties considering the risks involved in the transmission of the
communication. In this regard the following factors may play a role.
First consideration that needs to be taken into account is whether the message is
an initiating communication or a responsive communication. An initiating
communication is a message that is sent by one party to another where there
have been no preceding dealings between them, or even if there had been prior
dealings, where a new relationship is to be formed. There is therefore no reason
for the other party to expect a communication. Responsive communications on
the other hand are either messages sent in response to a prior message by the
other party as in the case of an acceptance or where a communication is sent in
response to an act by the other party such as sending a notice of default where
the other party is in mora or has performed inadequately. If there is a concurrent
relationship in terms of which the message is sent the message can either be
initiating, for instance an order within a just-in-time arrangement or responsive
in the case of notice of default.
In the case of initiating communications, it is only fair that the party that
commences the communication bear the risk of the chosen method of
communication.86 Therefore if the parties have had no dealings and a party
wants to send an offer or notice to the other party, the reception theory should
apply. It is in the hands of the initiating party to ensure that an effective channel
of communication is used. When the message is of a responsive nature fairness
still dictates that the communication only become valid and binding once it has
86
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been received by the recipient unless there are other factors which militate
against this. For instance, where a message is sent to establish certain rights after
breach of contract, the risk of the communication should be transferred to the
culpable party rather than the innocent party and therefore the dispatch rather
than the reception theory should apply.
Second, it must be asked whether there has been a course of dealing between
the parties from which a usage or practice between the parties may be implied if
they have not regulated the matter in an Interchange Agreement.87 If such a
course of dealing can be established from which the relevant deductions may be
made, then it should take precedence over any of the theories. Similarly, if an
Interchange Agreement specifically prescribes the methods of communications
and when they will become valid, that should be observed.88
Third, it must be asked whether either party is at fault, resulting in the need for
the Communication by the innocent party. In such cases it may be fair to displace
the risk of the communication to the culpable party. If the culpable party was at
fault is dispatching the communication it would be unfair to hold the innocent
party responsible for it.
Fourth, are there particular risks involved in the transmission of the
communication? If the means of communication is particularly hazardous, then
principle of equity requires that the reasonableness of the use of that method of
communication be weighed according to the advantages and disadvantages of
using it. The fact that one of the parties stipulated the manner of acceptance as
peremptory may then play a decisive role. The consequences for either party in
the event of a failed transmission must be considered. It may be fairer that the
party who bears the least risk, bear the risk of the method of communication.
A further important factor is the level of control that a party has over its
communication and its success or failure. If the party is in a position to monitor
the success of a communication with relative ease and little cost, then the
principle of equity may dictate that this party should bear the risk. Lastly,
generally accepted practices in the specific trade should also be considered in
determining the approach that best serves the interests of the parties and
fairness in general.
Who should bear the risk of failed communications in international sale contracts
should therefore be decided after the relative position of each of the parties in
regard to the communication has been considered. In the usage of modern
communication technologies, the success rate of communications is very high
and receipt of the messages moves ever closer to the time of dispatch so that the
exact time when a message becomes effective has become less and less relevant
87
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in regard to the start of time periods. Although it is quite certain that messages
will be duly and properly delivered with these applications, now and again there
are glitches which may have serious effects for the parties.
Given the above one must conclude that in accordance with the position in most
legal systems, the point of departure in regard to the determination of the time
and place that a communication will become effective in international sale
contracts, that the receipt or ‘Zugangstheorie’ offers the fairest and most realistic
point of departure in the absence of any special circumstances. It should be used
also in those circumstances where the mailbox rule has traditionally been used as
the reason for that rule all but falls away with modern communications
technologies. However, where there are special circumstances then departures
from the general rule should be allowed. In terms of the considerations listed
above, it seems that there are only two instances where a deviation from the
general rule should apply, namely where the parties have specifically agreed to
that deviation or where the receiver of a communication is the culpable party
necessitating the communication.
3.

Formation of the Contract in e-commerce under CISG

Draft history suggests that Articles 11 and 13 of the CISG were inserted in the
“General Provisions” chapter of the first part of the Convention, suggesting that
they are intended to play a role on the interpretation of the provisions related to
formation of the contract, obligations of the parties and other matters contained
in the second and third parts of the CISG.89 Indeed, they are the basis of the
principle of informality, which governs the interactions between the parties,
either before or after a contract is concluded. Article 13 states it expressly by
presenting an explanation of a term “writing” that appears in other parts of the
CISG; Article 11, although phrased in a manner that limits its applicability to
formation of the contract, has an important role in other matters such as
evidence of writing and witness statement to prove writing requirement.
Once it was established that a contract can be formed by electronic means under
Article 11 of the CISG, certain issues that arise in connection of the use of more
modern communications methods for the conclusion of a contract should be
examined.
Initially, it should be noted that the provisions of the CISG relating to formation
of contract rely on a rigid offer acceptance structure, which causes some
difficulties in “complicated negotiations where there is a great deal of
communication between the parties” and when they use electronic means of
communication technologies which requires a more flexible approach than the
strict offer acceptance dichotomy”. 90 Nevertheless, it seems that the CISG
89
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provisions provide “enough flexibility to evade the constraints of forcing
communications into either the offer or acceptance model”;91 one example of a
rule that provides flexibility is Article 18(1), which provides that “a statement
made by or other conduct of the offeree indicating assent to an offer is an
acceptance”.
Having said that, the issues relating to electronic formation of contracts under
the CISG may be
Explored: first, is there an offer when a seller uses some technologies to market
her products? Second, when does an electronic communication relating to the
formation of contract produce effects, i.e., what is the exact moment in which a
data message “reaches” the addressee under Article 24 of the CISG? Third, how
to fit the more modern methods of communication technologies in Article 20(1),
which sets the moment when the period of time fixed by the offeror to accept an
offer begins to run?
Form Requirements in International Sale Contracts
In international sale contracts, there are usually three different types of
formalities that may be required namely writing, signature and some kind of third
party authentication or involvement such as notarial execution endorsement by
the commissioner of oaths. In the context of international sales contracts for
movables only the first two requirements are relevant.92 These formalities are
required for two purposes, namely legal certainty and authentication and may be
required either by statute or by the parties themselves. Many written contracts
contain a standard clause which states that no amendments to the contract will
be valid or binding unless reduced to writing and signed by both parties,93 which
makes the use of those formalities mandatory. It may also cause grave difficulties
in regard to the use of especially e-mail and other forms of electronic
communications because it may be difficult or impossible to comply with the
signature requirement.94
Whether e-mail, fax and other forms of electronic communications messages
which are not printed out constitute writing especially in the context of statutory
formality requirements is differently handled in different jurisdictions.95 In many
jurisdictions an electronic message in whatever form is also regarded as writing,
provided that it is readable in some form for a human being, even if it is only on
the screen. In the United States this progressive and realistic attitude seems to
91
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prevail.96 In some other jurisdictions however, there is doubt about this issue.97
In South African law for instance, a statutory requirement of writing is not
fulfilled if the “document” is only in electronic form.98 A fax must be printed out
before it can constitute writing. Once it has been printed out it is regarded as a
document, usually a copy of the original that was faxed. If it is required that both
parties must sign the document, it is sufficient if the sender signs the original,
faxes it and the recipient then signs the copy printed out. The two documents
together then form the original contract.99
In relation to article 13 of the CISG telegrams and telexes are included under the
term “writing”.100 In both of these forms of communications one deals with
applications where the recipient receives a print-out of the message. It is
therefore available in a physical format and not purely electronic format. As
electronic communications such as e-mail and other forms of electronic
communications were unknown at the time, it must be established whether they
can be included in the expanded definition of article 13. It is submitted that
article 13 contains a gap, i.e. fails to address a situation which is clearly covered
by the Convention and that gap-filling interpretation is necessary in this case.101
Although telex and telegram has become a totally outdated concept in modern
business life where fax, e-mail and other forms of electronic communications
provide much more effective means of communication. When interpreting this
article, the principle of freedom of formalities and freedom of contract suggests
that an inclusive interpretation is in order. This means that article 13 of the CISG
must be read to include all electronic forms of communication as well.102 Thus, a
fax, an e-mail or a message from other forms of electronic communications
should be regarded as writing where writing is required.103 However, because the
CISG in in relation to Articles 12 and 96 allows countries to exclude Article 11
which stipulates freedom of form, and to substitute their national law in regard
to writing, whether electronic communications will be valid as writing depends
on the law of the country in question and not on the interpretation of the
CISG.104
Authentication by signature is a bigger problem not just in relation to the CISG
but also other international Conventions as well.105 In most jurisdictions it seems
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that the requirement of signature is only met if a physical signature is affixed to a
paper document.106 So called electronic signatures do not suffice unless specific
provision for electronic authentication has been made. The fact that there are
applications available today which make electronic signatures more secure for
purposes of authentication than hand written signatures have not yet found
favour with most legislators where formalities are concerned. The CISG does not
require signature in any case and no country is entitled to make an exception as
articles 12 and 96 only apply to the formality of writing. Therefore, in
international sale contracts the requirement of an electronic signature will only
be relevant where the parties themselves have required authentication by
signature. As this requirement often appears in standard terms and conditions it
may prove problematic in such circumstances.
The point of departure of the CISG in regard to formalities is that no formalities
are required.107 International sales contracts can therefore be concluded in any
manner seen fit by the parties, including any of the newer communications
applications.108 However, where parties are using other forms of communication,
they must be cautious of their own standard terms which often contain clauses
subjecting them to these formalities.109 In these cases it must either be agreed
between the parties that electronic means of communications will be regarded
as writing and that the alternative prescribed authentication procedures will be
recognised as “signatures”. This can easily be done in the standard contracts or in
the Interchange Agreement between the parties.
4.

Electronic Communications under the CISG

The CISG contains a number of provisions which deal with the validity and timing
of communications. Part II of the Convention deals with the formation of the
contract, in other words, with offer and acceptance and the communications
exchanged in that context that is pre-contractual communications. Part III deals
with the situation where the contract is already in existence and there is a
contractual
relationship
that
is
post-contractual
communications.
Communications during this period pertain to the rights and duties of the parties,
performance, and breach of contract and the exercise of contractual remedies.
It is important to determine when and sometimes also where communications
become effective. The point in time when they become valid and effective may
determine other time periods which may commence. For instance, an offer may
stipulate that performance must be made within fourteen days of the conclusion
of the contract, or in terms notice of article 39 of the CISG, notice of lack of
conformity of goods must be given within a reasonable time of the discovery of
such a lack of conformity.110 Sometimes a few days may not be important in the
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calculation of periods, in other instances a few hours may be decisive. It is
therefore important to be able to determine exactly when a communication
takes effect.111 It may also be important therefore to determine where the
communication becomes effective as it may be decisive in terms of determining
the applicable legal system, for instance in regard to formalities.
The Convention uses the terms reach and received in regard to the sender and
send, give, made and dispatch in regard to the sender for the acts involved in
exchanging communications between the parties to international sale contracts.
The term reach is defined in Article 24 of the CISG for the purposes of Part II, but
received, send and dispatch are not defined and must be interpreted according to
the usual rules of interpretation used for the Convention. Most commentators
professed the same meaning as to reach and receive namely the meaning defined
in article 24 of the CISG. It seems that nothing must be read into the difference in
terminology used here in the Convention.112
4.1

Time and Place of Communication

When a communication becomes effective and valid usually depends on the
approach or theory used by the courts or legal system concerned. Thus, if the
expedition theory is used, the communication will become valid, and any time
periods will commence when the communication is sent, posted or dispatched.113
If the “Zugangstheorie” is applicable the relevant moment will be when the
communication becomes available to the recipient.114 In the case of e-mail that
will be as soon as the message is deposited in the recipient’s mailbox and he is
able to retrieve it; or in the case of other forms of electronic communications as
soon as the Value Added Network has either passed the message on or deposited
it in the recipient’s mailbox for retrieval whichever is earlier.
Article 20 of the CISG is the relevant provision in the Convention115 in relation to
determining the time. It determines that “A period of time for acceptance fixed
by the offeror in a telegram or a letter begins to run from the moment the
telegram is handed in for dispatch or from the date shown on the letter or, if no
such date is shown, from the date shown on the envelope. A period of time for
acceptance fixed by the offeror by telephone, telex or other means of
111
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instantaneous communication, begins to run from the moment that the offer
reaches the offeree”.116
In article 20 telegram is coupled with letters as non-instantaneous means of
communication, whereas telex is coupled with telephone and other possible
methods of instantaneous means of communication. That the latter term does
not refer to e-mail, other forms of electronic communication technologies or fax
is clear from the fact that these applications were not in existence or were not
yet widely used at the time that the CISG text was drafted. These applications can
however easily be equated with telex or video conference call as virtually
instantaneous methods of communication. Thus, a time period fixed in an offer
made by e-mail, other forms of electronic communication technologies or fax
ought to begin to run as soon as the communication becomes available to the
recipient according to Article 20 of the CISG.
4.2

Contractual Communication

The Convention does not directly make provision for electronic communications
and it will depend on the rules of interpretation whether this gap can be filled.117
Where there is a gap in the Convention, it must be decided whether the situation
falls inside the expected field covered by the Convention, in case there is a gap
which must be filled through interpretational methods, or if it falls outside that
field in which case there is no gap.118 In such a case the situation is resolved by
reference to the applicable legal system according to the private international
law rules. 119 In the case of a gap, article 7 provides guidelines for the
interpretation of the Convention.120
Article 7(1) of the CISG stipulates that in the interpretation of the Convention its
international character must be observed as well as the observance of good faith
in international trade. Where an issue is not directly dealt with, but falls within
the sphere of application of the Convention, then such a gap must be filled
according to the general principles underlying the Convention.121 Only if these
general principles provide no solution, must the issue be referred to the legal
system applicable according to the rules of private international law.122 In the
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case of interpretational techniques it is generally recognised that analogical
interpretation is allowed to fill gaps in the Convention.123
It is clear that in the case of electronic communications there is only reference to
telex and none of the other forms of communication with the result that the
existence of a gap can be assumed. The content matter not dealt with clearly falls
within the scope of the Convention because it deals with other forms of
communication and there is no indication that the Convention intended to
exclude any specific kind of communication. This assumption is further supported
by the fact that the methods of communication under discussion were largely
non-existent at the time of the acceptance of the Convention.124
Once the contract is formed, the parties may continue to interact with each other
by electronic means. Many of the substantive provisions dealing with obligations
of the parties and other matters require that one party communicates a given
fact to the other one; for instance, to rely on the lack of conformity of the goods,
the buyer must give the seller notice of the non-conformity.125 Since the principle
of informality is also extended to these provisions of the CISG, it is clear that all
those interactions can be made through electronic means. The issue in respect to
matters of formation of the international sales contract, is to determine which
party bears the risk in case the communication fails. Also, there is another kind of
contractual communication not related to the performance of the obligations by
the parties, but rather the eventual modification or termination of the
agreement.126
5.

Dispatch Theory under Article 27

Article 27 states the general rule on allocation of risks of delays or errors in
contractual Communications. It provides that unless otherwise expressly
provided in this Part of the Convention, if any notice, request or other
communication is given or made by a party in accordance with this Part and by
means appropriate in the circumstances, a delay or error in the transmission of
the communication or its failure to arrive does not deprive that party of the right
to rely on the communication. This was upheld by the Provincial Court of Appeal,
Naumburg, Germany stating that “the sender may rely on the original content of
his communication as long as he sent the notice by means appropriate in the
circumstances, even if it reaches the addressee too late, altered or not at all”; the
court found, based on the testimony of a witness, that an effective notice
declaring a contract avoided was sent.127 By providing that a party might still rely
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on the communication even if there is delay or error in the transmission or if it
fails, Article 27 adopts the dispatch theory as a general rule.128
The idea that underlies Article 27 is that the party who should bear the risk of
transmitting the message is the “one who, as a result of his deviation from
normal performance, caused the statement to be sent”.129 For example, if the
reception theory were adopted, an error in transmitting the buyer’s notice that
the goods are non-conforming would deprive the innocent party (buyer) of the
right of relying on the nonconformity.130 However, there are a few exceptions to
this rule, as it can be inferred from the wording of Article 27.
5.1

Exceptions to the dispatch rule

The first clause in Article 27 states: “[u]unless otherwise provided”. Indeed, in the
third part of the CISG there are several provisions that condition the
effectiveness of a notice, request or communication to the receipt by the
addressee. Those provisions are Articles 47(2) which states that notice by the
seller that she will not perform within the period set by the buyer; 48(4) states
that the request by the seller to remedy the failure to perform her obligations;
63(2) states that the notice by the buyer that she will not perform within the
period set by the seller; 65(1) provides that the request by the seller to the buyer
to specify the form, measurement and other features of the goods; 65(2)
provides the communication of the specification of the goods made by the seller;
and 79(4) provides notice of an impediment to the performance of the contract.
The issue here is how to define receipt, since the applicability of the definition of
“reaches” contained in Article 24 is limited by the text of this provision to issues
of formation; however, it is contended that the Article 24 definition is also
applicable to these exceptions. Stating that “the analogy between the time when
a communication ‘reaches’ an addressee under Part II and the time when there is
‘receipt’ of a communication under Part III is striking”, which justify extension of
the principle of Article 24 to Part III”131.
The other exception lies on the “appropriateness of the means” test. Under
Article 27, in case of delay, error or failure, the party sending the notice, request
or communication may only rely on it if she has used the “means appropriate in
the circumstances”. This was upheld by District Court of Stendal, Germany stating
that “[a]s soon as one party has made the decision to suspend her performance,
she is bound to inform the other party without delay, which regularly requires an
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appropriate sending of the notice as stipulated by Art. 27 CISG”. 132 The
availability of electronic means of communication is a potential source of
complications in determining the appropriateness of the means selected;
however, in the absence of agreement or practices between the parties, it is very
difficult to set a priori some guidelines to determine what will be appropriate in a
real case. For instance, it is not clear that the mere availability of a faster means
of communication would render inappropriate the choice of a slower one.
5.2

Dispatch of electronic communications

The CISG does not define dispatch, not even for more traditional means of
communications, such as letters, telegrams and telexes. But since Article 27 of
the CISG uses the expression “transmission”, it is possible to infer that a message
can be deemed to be sent when it leaves the sphere of control of the seller. The
solution of problem of determining “whether there has been in fact a ‘dispatch’ is
not within the domain of the CISG, but instead must be resolved by the slow
emergence of international uniform standards for electronic commerce on such
questions as what constitutes ‘receipt’”.133 This definition has the advantage of
being symmetrical to the definition of “reaches” for non-instantaneous and
instantaneous inter absentes communications, if a message is received when it
enters the sphere of control of the recipient, it is logical to assume that it is sent
when it leaves the sphere of control of the sender.
Therefore, a letter is dispatched when it is given to the postal service. Similarly, if
the sender uses an information system to send it, an electronic message is
deemed to be dispatched when it leaves that information system and enters a
network over which she has no control. United Nations Convention on the Use of
Electronic Communications in International Contracts provides that “unless otherwise
agreed between the originator and the addressee, the dispatch of a data
message occurs when it enters an information system outside the control of the
originator or of the person who sent the data message on behalf of the
originator”. 134 Article 10(1) of the UNCITRAL Draft Convention on Electronic
Communications provides that “the time of dispatch of an electronic
communication is the time when it leaves an information system under the
control of the originator or of the party who sent it on behalf of the originator or,
if the electronic communication has not left an information system under the
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control of the originator or of the party who sent it on behalf of the originator,
the time when the electronic communication is received.135
Of course, in order to be effective, the message should be able to reach the
addressee; for instance, if the sender types the wrong email address of the
recipient, the former will not be able to rely on that message. However, unlike
the receipt theory, if the message is not comprehensible or unable of being
processed by another information system due to a failure in the transmission
process, the sender will nevertheless be able to rely on it. The dispatch theory
allocates the risk of the failure in transmission. There are situations when a data
message will be properly transmitted, but still will not be readable, a risk that is
not allocated to the recipient under the dispatch theory. Thus, If the sender
chooses a means of communication that issues messages that the recipient is not
able to read because of the latter does not have a required computer application,
the risk is still on the sender by virtue of the exception of Article 27; the reason is
that the choice of a means that results in a message unreadable to the recipient
is not “appropriate”. However, a good faith recipient will always
communicate/advise the sender that the message could not be read because of
certain technical difficulties, if, of course, the recipient can identify the sender.136
6.

Conclusion

The analysis exposed in this article demonstrated that the substantive provisions
of the CISG can also be applicable to electronic communications. Based on the
principle of informality, a contract might be formed, modified or terminated by
electronic means. Furthermore, a definition of “writing” can be derived from
Article 13 of the CISG, which clearly encompasses the more modern means of
communication mentioned in this paper. This definition might override a
conflicting one contained in the domestic law applicable due to the Article 96 of
the CISG which provides the option of reservation, giving the parties certainty
that, even if one of them is from a reserving State and that State’s law would be
applicable by virtue of conflict of laws rules, they can rely on the definition of
writing implicit in the CISG.
Moreover, the provisions of the CISG dealing with formation of contracts can also
be applied to ecommerce. The definition of offer contained in Article 14 of the
CISG addresses relevant issues arising from electronically generated proposals.
Article 24 of the CISG, which defines the moment in which a pre-contractual
communication produces its effects, can also be applied to electronic
communications, once the technologies are properly categorized and
technological equivalents for the concepts of “cognisance” and “receipt” are
derived from the text of the Convention. The same happens with Article 20(1) of
the CISG, which defines the moment in which time limit to issue an acceptance
begins to run. Finally, Article 27 of the CISG, which deals with the risk of errors in
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the transmission of a contractual communications, can also be applicable to
ecommerce environment once a technological equivalent of “dispatch” is
developed.
Therefore, it is possible to say that the CISG can be applicable to ecommerce
transactions and the CISG provisions dealing with formation of the contract and
contractual communications are perfectly suitable for the ecommerce
environment. Consequently, it is clear that the CISG provides a workable
framework for international ecommerce transactions involving sale of goods; the
difficulties that may arise are not sufficient to set aside the conclusion that the
Convention is able to deal with emerging issues in ecommerce. This is the only
Convention which unifies the world’s international sale contracts and its
provisions are unique to accommodate technological development in modern
communication system.
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Abstract
Ready-Made Garment (RMG) industry in Bangladesh has started its rapid
growth since the 1980’s establishing itself as second highest exporter of RMG
products in the world. This industry has made a substantial contribution to the
economy of the country by creating employment opportunity for
approximately above four million workers of which mostly women. However,
working conditions in this vital sector are poor. RMG industries fall short of
OHS compliance in relation to the labour practices that ensure the social
welfare of their employees. This article investigates the current status quo on
working conditions in RMG sector and the failure of its existing labour laws. It
will examine three different authorities (Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers
and Exporters Association (BGMEA), The Government and its relevant
agencies and International buyers and brand retailers) who shall be
responsible for any shortcoming of maintaining the rules and practices in the
RMG industries in Bangladesh. Further, it will discuss the reason behind the
major incidents and will provide probable solutions towards improving the
situations in the RMG industry in Bangladesh.
Keywords: RMG, Occupational Health and Safety, BGMEA, ILO, Fair Labour
practices, Working environment, Labour Law.
1.

Introduction

Ready Made Garment (hereafter called RMG) industry has been key export
industry of Bangladesh and a main source of foreign exchange for the last 30
years. Government of Bangladesh is very supportive to RMG industry;
consequently, it attained a high profile in terms of earning foreign currencies,
exports, industrialisation and contribution to the GDP within a short period.
Within less than a decade, it increased its exports, foreign exchange earnings,
and contribution to the GDP by 4.39 %. RMG exports reached a steadfast figure
of USD 6.29 billion in the fiscal year 2014, counting more than 78% of national
export earnings, which was about 5% of total global exports in the RMG sector.
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It further contributes 10% to the country's GDP.137 RMG products are exported
mainly to the United States of America and the European Union. Bangladesh's
garment industry provides employment to about than 3.6 million workers, which
2.8 million are women.138 Workers in these garment factories are almost always
illiterate. They have very limited knowledge of human rights, working conditions
and labour standards. Despite tremendous success of the RMG sector, poor
working conditions in the factories and a lack of Social compliance are serious
concerns which led to labour unrest and damage to institutions and property. As
a result, there is a rising fear in Bangladesh that the readymade garments sector
may face a decline in demand, especially after the tragic incident at Rana Plaza
near Dhaka in April 24, 2013.
Social compliance in the RMG industry is a key requirement for most of the
world’s garments buyers. It ensures labour rights, labour standards, fair labour
practices and a Code of Conduct. This article is an attempt to identify workers’
knowledge and realization about occupational health and safety practices in RMG
industries from direct interviews and analysing the overall situation of current
occupational health and safety practices in accordance with compliance in RMG
industry of Bangladesh. The research also tries to reveal the progress and
improvements done in occupational health and safety standards as well as
maintaining social compliances in RMG sector by the Government of Bangladesh,
RMG owners, Bangladesh Garment Manufacturer and Exporter’s Association
(BGMEA) and foreign stakeholders after Rana Plaza disaster.
2.

Working Environment in the RMG Industry in Bangladesh

Most of the RMG garment factories do not provide proper working environment
in Bangladesh to meet the minimum standard of health and safety regulation.
Health and Safety regulations, as prescribed in Factory Rules 1979 of
Bangladesh139 are not considered in the RMG sector and are hardly enforced by
government. Most factories do not have adequate ventilation and exhaust fans
that leave the garments workers exposed to toxic substances and dust. Raw
materials contain dust and fiber particles that are hanging in the air. Dye, a toxic
substance emitted from coloured cloth, spreads in the workshop. As a result,
many workers suffer from constant fatigue, headaches, anaemia, fever, chest,
stomach, eye and ear pain, cough and cold, diarrhoea, dysentery, urinary tract
infection and reproductive health problems due to overwork which is a clear
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Parvez, Ekramul & Redwan, ‘A study on occupational health and safety practices in RMG
factories of Bangladesh in accordance with compliance after Rana Plaza’ International Journal of
Business and Management (2015) Vol. 3 Issue 5, p.214.
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Parvez, Ekramul & Redwan, p. 214.
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Absar Syeda Sharmin, ‘Problems surrounding wages: the ready-made garment sector in
Bangaldesh’ (2001) Labour and management in development journal 2, p. 7; Pratima Paulmajumder & Anwara Begum, ‘the gender imbalances in the export oriented garment industry in
Bangladesh’, policy research report on gender and development working paper series (2000) no.
12, p.3.
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labour law violations. In fact, the Factories Act of 1965 sets the occupational
safety and health standards in Bangladesh, but it is rarely enforced.140
Moreover, many of the factories do not meet the minimum standards prescribed
in building and construction legislation.141 As a result, fire is common, buildings
often collapse and faulty building design results in the death of workers.
Compensation following an incident is rare. Before Rana Plaza disaster, the
Spectrum Factory building collapse of April 2005 killed 64 workers, injured over
70 and left hundreds jobless. 142 Furthermore places of employment in the
garments sector are vulnerable for fire, which are said to have claimed thousands
of lives in the past two years. Frequent garments factory fires taking many of
lives due to lack of safe fire exits.
The two recent devastating tragedies pathetically indicate the poor development
of occupational health and safety situation in RMG factories of Bangladesh. In
November 24, 2012, a fire broke out at Tazreen fashion in Ashulia, Dhaka, killed
124 RMG workers.143 The fire which started on the ground floor and was found to
be caused by faulty wiring, blocked off all three stairwells within and hard to
believe the factory had no emergency exits. Within six months in April 24, 2013,
another tragic incident happened at Rana Plaza in Savar, Dhaka which had shaken
the whole world. An eight story building housing several garment factories
collapsed killing over 1,133 people.144 At least 2000 RMG workers were severely
injured and some of them had permanent physical damage.145 These two very
incidents brought the issue of social compliance and its maintenance and
monitoring in RMG factories of Bangladesh. Moreover, violations of the
occupational safety and health codes are flagrant, as evidenced by the types of
tragic and preventable accidents that occur in Bangladesh factories.146
Currently 60% of the factories are stationed in purpose-made buildings and 40%
in shared and converted buildings though the situation was opposite before Rana
Plaza incident in April, 2013.147 International buyers and retailers do not want to
place work orders in factories stationed in shared and converted buildings and as
a result, owners in the coming years would require shifting in purpose-made
structures. An inspection in 2013 revealed that faults related to workplace safety
and other compliance issues were found in at least 700 export-oriented apparel
140
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units out of 2400 factories in Dhaka and Chittagong.148 Bangladesh still cannot
claim that even one of its 4000 active garment factories is 100% safe or
compliant, even after three and half years of Rana Plaza disaster.
3.

Responsible Parties involved in maintaining the RMG Sector in
Bangladesh

There are three different authorities who shall be responsible for any incident
such as Rana Plaza or Tazreen Fashion in particular in the garment factories of
Bangladesh. They include a) Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) b) The Government and its relevant agencies c)
International buyers and brand retailers. As an umbrella organization of garment
owners, BGMEA has the responsibility of monitoring compliance and advocating
for high industrial standards.149 They have record of negligence in this regard;
even the scale of Rana Plaza disaster could not change their attitude. On the
contrary, this organisation appears as the collective muscle of the influential
owners to protect them from enforcement of law and order. Regarding
occupational health and safety practice in RMG factories, international buyers
and retailers are not supposed to be unknown of the malpractices. Factories
often accept abnormally low prices in an effort to attract buyers and grab orders.
In order to maintain a profit rate, low cost suppliers often ignore safety measures
and reduce the wages of labour.
Besides, a chain of subcontractors and agents work beside global brands and
approved factory owners are also responsible for the tragic disasters happening
in RMG factories of Bangladesh. Research on RMG sector found the largest
factory groups in Bangladesh is featuring ‘Showcase’ factories with less compliant
facilities as the productive engine of their operations.150 It is also found that
some of the largest multi-national companies are heavily relying on agents and
brokers to establish connection between buyers and factories to outsource their
products.
Finally, only the government has the legal authority and obvious responsibility to
ensure safe environment in factories, job security of the workers, to carry out
regular monitoring and when necessary, bring parties to justice when they fail to
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follow the rules. If any disaster happens, the government as the sovereign
authority must bear the responsibility to find out the wrongdoers, ensure
compensation and work for necessary reforms. In practice, the government has
played very little to change current situation and irresponsible attitude towards
workers towards ensuring proper health and safety regulation and compensation
policy. Several studies show that with some of the world’s lowest wages and no
job security for its workers exists in the RMG industry of Bangladesh.151 Inhuman
working conditions, low wages, verbal and physical abuse, irregular or nonpayment of dues and the inability to organize are still common in many of the
factories supplying world-class garment throughout the world.
Bangladesh is committed to securing labour rights for the well-being of workers
by virtue of ILO membership. In response, the Bangladesh government formed a
Social Compliance Forum (SCF) and also constituted two task forces on a) labour
welfare, and b) occupational safety in the readymade garments (RMG) sector
along with a Compliance Monitoring Cell (CMC) to encourage compliance in the
RMG sector. In addition, BGMEA also formed a Safety Cell to protect fire-related
emergency problems which monitor ensuring the implementation of minimum
wages and other basic labour rights and the application of Labour Law in RMG
factories.152 But the concern is that both agencies are below the standard to
perform their activities due to a lack of trained staff and labour inspectors, rigid
structure. Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BGMEA) and Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BKMEA)153 set standards for compliance like factories must have alternative
stairs, basic fire equipment, approved layout plan from concerned authority for
ensuring safe building construction, group insurance for workers, hygienic
sanitation facility and first aid appliance, as well as ensuring minimum wages and
flexible jobs for the workers.
There are many recognised compliance bodies worldwide like ILO, ISO 14001,
WRAP, BSCI, ETI, SAI, FLA. Foreign buyers and brand retailers, especially
European and North American group even though imposes obligatory compliance
policies like WRAP or BSCI in RMG factories, unfortunately those are not properly
implemented or monitored according to policies. In this paper, the existing
compliance practices of RMG factories in Bangladesh, particularly factories
located in Dhaka city are examined. This paper also tries to reveal the
acceptability of compliance provisions to the employed workers and analyses
different aspects of occupational health and safety situations in overall RMG
sector in Bangladesh.
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4.

Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)

Health and safety at workplace are considered to be very important issues as
they are intrinsically linked with the overall well-being of working people.
Occupational Safety and Health have been repeatedly mentioned as a
fundamental right of every worker, and are referred in many multilateral
conventions and documents along with the National Labour Law of
Bangladesh.154 However, status of occupational health and safety in developing
countries like Bangladesh is especially problematic, with workers bound to work
in an unsafe working environment where there is little regard for safety issues
and inadequate monitoring from any public body or civil society agency.155 Poor
safety and health record of locations where poor people are ‘employed’ also
contributes to worsening the situation. Hence, occupational health and safety is
very important irrespective of the type of employment, or size or sector or
location of the workplace because of its strong connection with extreme poverty
and wellbeing.156
A safe and healthy workplace is considered to be a right for any worker or
employee in any sector especially in the RMG industry. Since people spend
significant portions of their days in workplaces, the nature and scope of safety
and security remain a major issue for discussion and debate. The question of a
worker’s safety is not only based on considerations of productivity but also on to
the ability of employees to sustain and earn for their family. 157 RMG in
Bangladesh is often cited as “sweatshops” which operate in developing countries
provide poor wages; risky working environments with few safeguard
mechanisms; unhygienic working environments with no or little air flow, no
daylight, high temperatures, excessive noise, and poor indoor air quality; and
both verbal and physical abuse.158 These sweatshops can result in long or short
term work related sickness to the workers which can have significant economic
consequences in the society.
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Expecting employees to work excessive overtime is common practice in RMG
sector in Bangladesh.159 There is evidence that worker who work long hours show
poorer performance and suffer an increased rate of accidents, due to the strong
connection between working time and fatigue.160 Health and safety at workplace
is strongly affected by overtime, and several studies have found a high
correlation between excessive overtime and higher incidences of cardiovascular
disease, high blood pressure, on-the job injuries and repetitive strain injuries due
to poor occupational health and safety conditions.161
4.1

Worldwide Trend

Workplace injuries are increasingly becoming a public health concern in all
developing countries as they cause insecurity, poverty, and sickness.
Occupational injuries alone count for more than 10 million disability-adjusted life
years lost each year globally.162 On the other hand, quantifying the global burden
of disability due to occupational injury and illness is difficult because of the
fragmented and often anecdotal nature of the data from developing countries.163
ILO estimates death of 2.3 million workers as a result of occupational accidents
and work-related diseases. 337 million occupational accidents and 160 million
occupational diseases occur each year globally. Financial losses of occupational
health related death, injuries and diseases could rise even up to 10-15% of the
country’s national product if all the factors are taken into account. 164
Conservative estimates show that occupational risk factors are responsible for
312,000 fatal unintentional occupational injuries globally and 8.8% of the global
burden of mortality. Fatal and non-fatal occupational injuries resulted in about
10.5 million DALYs; which means that about 3.5 years of healthy life are lost per
1,000 workers every year globally.165
Developing countries’ population bear more than 80 percent of the global burden
of occupational disease and injury166 and less than 10 percent of the working
159
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populations in these countries are covered by occupational safety and health
standards at workplace.167 Much of this issue is related to the major RMG export
oriented countries in Asia and Bangladesh is the second largest in this regard.
4.2

Bangladesh Context of Occupational Health and Safety

According to the latest labour force survey,168 60.7 million people are employed
in Bangladesh in various sectors. Most of these employees operate under poor
working conditions, where occupational health and safety standards are below
the required standard. A study conducted on occupational health and safety in
Bangladesh revealed that 79.52% of the injured workers were in the 40 - 59 age
group; and 73.26% of accidents caused injury to hands, feet, torso, arms and eyes
resulting in different forms of disability,169 This study covers a small sample size
which might not be actual representation of the global data but still gives us an
impression of the vulnerability of the workers.
The real picture of occupational health in Bangladesh can be inferred if we take
into account the regular media reports concerning workplace accidents. A media
scan report of 2007 showed that almost half of all workers deaths took place in
the construction sector, with 164 separate incidents resulting in a combined total
of 222 deaths. Another report revealed that at least 388 workers were killed in
workplace accidents across the country in 2011. The reports excluded deaths of
workers outside the workplace or deaths of workers as a result of road traffic
incidents. Electrocution at workplace was the cause of the highest number of
deaths followed by falling from heights.170 But the number is significant in the
RMG industry compared to any industry in Bangladesh.
Statistics from the Bangladesh Occupational Safety, Health and Environment
Foundation (OHSE) revealed that with the growth of industrialization work
related injuries are increasing because occupational safety is not implemented in
line with industrial expansion.171 The booming RMG industry, which employs
about 3.6 million factory workers,172 is increasingly becoming an unsafe working
environment. Unsuitable domestic premises, overcrowding and improper storage
of flammable materials, frequently creates serious fire hazards. Inadequate exit
167
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points, inadequate fire extinguishers and no proper training make the workplace
more dangerous. The Rana Plaza incident in 2013 in factories in Savar highlights
the extreme danger and immeasurable costs of a lack of workplace safety. In
November 2012 a fire caused the death of 111 workers, and just five months
later, in April 2013, a building collapse killed a further 1143 workers while leaving
thousands injured.173
All this evidence describes the overall situation of the occupation health and
safety issue in the RMG industry, yet it is strongly suspected that the numbers of
work related injuries or illness in Bangladesh are higher than those reported or
published. Employers in Bangladesh show little or no responsibility to protect
workers, especially in the RMG industry. As long as a worker gives their consent
to work it is assumed that they are willing to risk their lives without any
compensation.
4.3

Occupational Safety in the Garment Sector

In Bangladesh RMG sector is providing employment to approximately 2million
workers among those 80% is female.174 From a survey conducted with 90 random
correspondents in three garment factories in Bangladesh it was found that
working condition of those three garment factories severely affected worker’s
health because of unhealthy environment in the workplace.175 In the study the
particular nature of work created various types of health hazards among the
selected respondents such as sleep deprivation, headache, malnutrition, and
musculoskeletal pain, eye strain, less appetite, chest pain, fainting, diarrheal
disease, hepatitis (jaundice), food poisoning, asthma, fungal infection,
helminthiasis and dermatitis. Results of the study also showed that at most 95.6
percent of the workers were experiencing headache. In total 90, 58.89 percent
respondents implied that their extent of headache was severe. About 52.22
percent of the respondents opined that they suffered from severe malnutrition,
followed by 78.89 percent by musculoskeletal pain, 72.22 percent by eye strain,
68.89 percent by less severe malnutrition, respectively. 176 The following
illustrates the patterns of diseases and illness among the respondents.
It is also observed from the study that, 45.56 percent respondents mentioned
that they had severe diarrheal diseases and 36.67 percent replied that they had
not affected by diarrheal diseases yet. The study also showed that amount of
absenteeism of diarrheal diseases was high on those who were involved in the
garments sector less than two years. This is may be due to the transmission of
173
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diarrheal diseases by faecooral route and its relation to poor sanitation and poor
socioeconomic status.177
Apart from these, asthma, a Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is
also commonly found in the garment workers due to the production of excessive
dust like, cotton during preparation and handling of garments product in the
working place. The disease progresses very slowly over many years and
commonly occurs due to inhalation of dust particle which ultimately causes
chronic irritation of lungs. From the table it is clear that 41.11 percent of the
garment workers experienced severe asthma severity of which was related to the
duration of work. The explanation of their relation to duration of work is also
similar to fungal infection, helminthiasis and dermatitis. It is predicted from
different observation that those who had less work experience the existence of
these disease was absent in them, on the contrary who are involved in the
garments sector for over a long time the existence of these diseases was
severe.178
Although there are number of evidences of these severe diseases among
garment workers in Bangladesh, the most painful fact is relating to the injury or
death from the accidents occurred in the industries. The deadliest recent
accidents occurred in four industries of Bangladesh among which three are
garment industries.179 Unlike Bangladesh the garment workers of the developed
world are safer and no recent fatal incident could be found among them, except
some news reports which mentioned the workers turning violent due to the
recent harassments abuses and death of some workers in India.180 It obviously
explains the lack of righteous, secured work environment among garment
workers not only in Bangladesh but also in other countries.
4.4

Impact of Occupational Hazard in Bangladesh

Poverty may increase the risk of disability through several pathways; one of the
important pathways is unsafe work environments and injuries.181 On the other
hand, workplace injuries not only incur ill-health, disability and death, but also
have several negative economic consequences. 182 Research shows that
irrespective of the severity of injuries, victims in rural Bangladesh spent an
177
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average of US $4 on each injury. This is in a country where 17.6% of the
population lives below the lower poverty line.183 Thus out of pocket expenses for
treatment in developing countries often generate cataclysmic household
expenditure, acute debt and a higher level of poverty among poorer people.184
With a poor public health care system, insufficient health insurance and social
safety nets, injured victims and their families are forced to cover the cost of
treatment through their own means.185
Individuals with work related long-term injuries and their families are often
overburdened by additional costs resulting from the accident. Such costs include
special medical care, rehabilitative and restorative equipment and services, and
provision of special needs, as well as costs incurred for or by care providers,
including opportunity costs related to foregone income. Medical costs for
disabled people can be up to four times greater than those incurred by people
without disabilities.186
Occupational hazards thus increase the risk of extreme poverty, by severely
impacting the income capacity of the family, as a result of debilitating injury or
even death of key earning members. A multiplier effect can easily have long term
consequences, for example, when children are taken out of school to provide
care. In this way a vicious circle starts marked by poverty and disability,187 which
can be reproduced from one generation to another. Hence, the complex
relationships between occupational hazards and its consequences need to be
seen within the context of the dynamics of extreme poverty and disability.
5.

Findings and Analysis of Two Major Incidents in the RMG Sector in
Bangladesh

Tazreen Fashions Limited is a sister organisation of Tuba Group, which is a large
business corporation in Bangladesh. Situated in the Ashulia district on the
outskirts of Dhaka, the factory was established in 2010 and employs 1,500
workers. It produces apparel for British, American, German, Italian, Spanish and
Swedish buyers including Carrefour, Delta Apparel, Dickies, Disney, Edinburgh
Woollen Mill, El Corte Ingles, Enyce, IKEA, Karl Rieker, KiK, Piazza Italia, Sears,
Teddy Smith, Walmart, and the U.S. Marine Corps.188 On 24 November 2012, fire
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broke out in the factory at around 7 p.m. while it was in operation. Although the
total number of people who were killed and injured in the accident cannot be
verified due to the inconsistent reports of the media, researchers and
investigators later estimated that it could be 111-124 deaths and 200-300 people
injured.189
According to the report of the Asian Network for the Rights of Occupational and
Environmental Victims, it is believed that more than 1200 people were working
inside the nine-storey building when the fire began.190 Eyewitnesses and fire
defence officials mentioned that the fire broke out on the ground floor, where
piles of fabric and yarn were stored in an open space when they should ideally
have been stored in a room with fireproof walls. The blaze quickly spread across
the ground floor and fire and toxic smoke spread to the upper floors. Many
employees tried to escape via the interior staircase, as the factory lacked a
sprinkler system or fire exit.191 However, it was also reported that the managers
on a few floors ordered workers to continue working despite hearing the fire
alarm, assuming it was a fire drill. With the locked gates on most of the floors of
the nine-storey factory, this initial refusal to evacuate left many workers trapped
inside when the fire engulfed the entire building.
Rana Plaza was a nine-storey commercial building, located in Savar, a sub-district
of Greater Dhaka. Five separate RMG factories were inside it, employing around
5,000 people on different floors, several shops, and a bank. The first three floors
of the building contained around 300 shops and the bank whereas the five RMG
factories occupied the higher floors, and the ninth floor was under construction.
These RMG factories had been manufacturing apparel for 28 retailers from
Canada, Italy, Ireland, Spain, the UK and the USA, including brands like: Benetton,
Bonmarché, El Corte Ingles, Joe Fresh, Mango, Matalan, Primark, The Children‘s
Place, and Walmart.192 The building was owned by Sohel Rana, a leading member
of the local wing of the ruling political party, the Awami League.193
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The building collapsed at about 9 a.m. on 24 April 2013, with a death toll of 1,129
lives and approximately 2,512 injured.194 According to the report by the Centre
for Policy Dialogue, 1,129 dead bodies were recovered, 2,438 workers were
rescued alive from the rubble, and a large number of people remain missing since
the accident took place.195 It is estimated that a total of 332 people who were
working in different factories located in the building could not be identified. The
preliminary results of a government inquiry found that heavy machinery, highcapacity generators, and the use of substandard materials during the
construction of the building were largely responsible for its collapse. The
investigation officers also suggested that the top three floors of the nine-storey
building were added without the permission of the planning authority and that
the building had been constructed on marshland which, in turn, could have been
the root cause of its faulty structure.196
After analysing fire in Tazreen Fashions, it appears that the main reason for the
accident was the negligence of the owner and the midlevel managers of the
factory in practicing the OHS provisions properly. Despite hearing the fire alarm,
the managers prevented the workers from evacuating the workplace by locking
the collapsible gates on several floors. This caused many workers to become
trapped inside the building. Another reason for the accident is the lack of
adequate fire exits. Moreover, the storage of raw materials like fibre and yarn in
an open space near the high voltage electric transformers accelerated the spread
of the flames. Also, the lack of sufficient fire extinguishers and inadequate
preparedness and training to handle accidents contributed considerably to the
incident.
The analysis of case of Rana Plaza suggests that the main reason for the accident
was the negligence of the owner of the building and the owners of the RMG
factories in practicing the OHS provisions adequately. Despite noticing the cracks
in the building the day before the accident, the owners neglected the risk factor
and forced the workers to return to work. Other reasons that contributed to the
accident included the violation of the original building design and specifications
194
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by adding additional higher floors, the use of substandard materials during the
construction on marshland, the installation of heavy generators on the rooftop,
setting up heavy machinery in the factories, and, the complete absence of
security and safety measures within the building.
Other reason behind the accident is the lake of the factory owners
‘understanding of the OHS provisions and practices and their negligence in
administration of the OHS provisions. They have little or no knowledge about the
new national labour law, and also possess very little understanding of the terms
and conditions of the CoCs provided by the foreign retailers. There is no training
centre or institute from where a person can learn safety and security related
issues to practice OHS in RMG industries. They rely on our common sense and
instinct when it comes to safety measures. Furthermore, the cost of
implementing a strategic OHS plan is also seen as a major hindrance by the
factory owners. Because of the worldwide improvement in health and safety
issues197 which significantly improved the OHS conditions in advanced nations.198
It is important to note that a large number of outsourced garment factories are
involved in subcontracting‘. This process of subcontracting occurs without the
knowledge of the foreign retailers and is unauthorised by them. For example,
Rana Plaza housed 5 garment factories, most of which were subcontracted
factories. None of these factories received any direct orders from foreign
retailers, however, they were found to be manufacturing products for 28
European and American brands. Similarly, Tazreen Fashions was also found to be
manufacturing products for Walmart during the fire, whereas, Walmart
afterwards denied their involvement with Tazreen Fashions.199
Most important reason behind the accident is factory owners’ negligence in
administration of the OHS provisions. If the factory owners and the authority
would check all factory buildings time to time, a disaster like Rana Plaza could
have been avoided” … “the recent fire in Tazreen Garments, Chowdhury
Knitwear, KTS Mill, all could have been avoided if the authority and the owners
could monitor the fire safety plan on time”.200 These subcontracted factory
197
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owners are highlighted by the respondents as being highly-motivated by profits
and, “…do not think twice to put the live of the workers at stake to generate
more profit”, commented one respondent.201 Similar concern is also reflected in
the following comments from other respondents, “These law breakers are never
caught, and do not face any punishment for their unacceptable business practice.
The government is too busy to pay attention to this sector” … even if it is difficult
to practice all the OHS provision, it is not impossible. Many factory owners and
the BGMEA are less interested to do so because they know no one cares about
the way they do business”.202
However, this assertion of the government and BGMEA has exposed the deep
tension among many researchers and investigators, as they also claim that the
severe negligence and carelessness of the factory owners have been contributing
to the disastrous industrial accidents in Bangladesh for decades.203 Given the
proliferation of the use of the OHS provisions as a deterrent to workplace
accidents, the factory owners’ unwillingness to act rationally is resulting in a
havoc in the overall apparel manufacturing sector of the country.
6.

Step to Improving the OHS condition in the RMG industry in Bangladesh

Despite the unique success of the RMG sector, the poor working conditions in the
factories and the lack of Social compliance are serious concerns. Most of the
RMG factories do not practice the HR and IR activities, and have no well-defined
HR or Personnel unit, ineffectively address labour rights and ignore labour
standards, discarding fair labour practices, overlook health and safety issues and
disallow trade unions. As a result, workers’ rights are grossly violated in the RMG
sector which has led to labour unrest.204 It is clear that most of the workers do
not have the minimal knowledge about occupational health and safety standards
to be maintained in RMG factories. Even though some of the workers seemed to
be concerned about the unhealthy working condition and unfair welfare
provision, they are unwilling to disclose the real situation due to the fear of losing
job.205
The RMG sector is important for Bangladesh, but it should grow in a proper way
by following rules and practices of business. Factory buildings should be
constructed as per the Building code and risk assessment should be done in a
201
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periodic way. All the buildings should have emergency fire exit and fire safety
mechanism.206 The industries should organise simulation for emergency fire exit
on a regular basis while the fire service and Civil Defence should supervise the
entire process. Every organization should develop its contingency plan and
execute it periodically. Unfortunately, there is no monitoring authority for
effective implementation of the Bangladesh National Building Code. An authority
should be established for the implementation of the factory building code along
with execution of its framework. Rana Plaza incident is a lesson for Bangladeshi
RMG industry. It should always be a warning for the RMG industry in
Bangladesh.207
To improve working conditions the Bangladesh Government needs to conduct a
thorough review of labour regulation. The working environment and working
conditions need to be brought into line with the country’s current realities and
should be backed with the resources necessary to ensure compliance. Also, the
government should protect RMG workers’ rights by creating a system for
complaints concerning violations, adjudication, remedies, and punishments.
International buyers are already exercising their purchasing power on the
Bangladesh RMG industry to comply with the ILO labour standard similar to
existing standard in Cambodia. 208 Monitoring and surveillance of human
resources by the above-mentioned three authorities in relations to RMG industry
shall be ensured.
The European Union (EU) has suggested a set of short and medium-termed plan
of actions, including framing regulations for the Year 2013 labour law reforms
and ensuring workers’ right to exercise trade union in apparel industry of
Bangladesh. The most urgent action needed for the government is to pass the
implementing regulations for the 2013 labour law reform.209 The government
should effectively investigate and prosecute unfair labour practices in the RMG
sectors that include antiunion discrimination and reprisals and violence against
trade union members. As long as workers who organise to defend their rights do
not feel secure, poor conditions in the RMG sector will remain. 210 The
government shall declare that violence and discrimination in the RMG industry
are not acceptable. Further, the EPZ law should be brought in line with
206
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international standards so that workers in EPZ factories can enjoy similar
freedom of association and collective bargaining as other sectors in the
country.211
7.

Conclusion

A better work environment can enhance productivity and profitability. 212
Although most South Asian countries already have some occupational health and
safety laws and regulations but the cultures lack motivation to comply with laws
and strict compliance especially in the RMG industry in Bangladesh.213 On the
other hand, the lack of willingness of the employers to provide an environment in
compliance with fair occupational health and safety standards also lacks
comprehensive understanding about the benefit of having such an environment.
It is essential to invest on institutionalising occupational safety and health issues.
However, despite having an obvious link with poor working conditions,
impairment/disability and poverty; very few researches have been done on these
interlinked issues. This dearth of knowledge is also an important indication of less
attention paid to this most important agenda that results in frequent reported
and non-reported hazards in the workplaces in countries like Bangladesh.
This article has shown two recent industrial accidents namely the collapse of
Rana Plaza and the fire at Tazreen Fashions and to found out the reasons behind
these accidents. The research has found that in both cases, non-compliance with
the OHS provisions and the evasive nature of the factory owners and government
authorities were the main causes behind the accidents. It is also discovered that
lake of understanding about ensuring safety and security in the factories is very
high among the RMG factory owners. However, their knowledge of the existing
OHS provisions is very low. A severe level of negligence from factory owners of
the outsourced and the subcontracted factories in following the OHS provisions
was observed in the two deviant cases in this article. The subcontracted factory
owners were found to be less compliant with the required OHS provisions
compared to their counterparts. This evasive tendency among the subcontracted
factory owners were further reasoned in the complex situation of the existence
of and compliance with multiple standards of OHS requirements, specifically
from the Bangladesh government, from the ILO, from the BGMEA, and most
importantly, from the foreign retailers.
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It is the responsibility of government, BGMEA and other related authorities 214 to
ensure a proper environment and amend the labour law by adding special
provision for RMG industry. 215 The international buyers also have to stop
unethical practice of collecting huge profits from RMG products at extra-low
manufacturing cost while ignoring possible noncompliance. As per McKinsey’s
summer 2014 report, Bangladesh remains at the top of the list of apparel
sourcing market expected to grow in importance in the next few years. Their
forecast in 2011 mentioned Bangladesh on the radar-screen of all European and
US apparel buyers and likely to grow nearly triple USD 45 billion by 2020. The
“Benchmarking Study” published by US Fashion Industry Association (USFIA)
forecast June 2014 shows that apparel retailing companies are not leaving
Bangladesh and are committed to enforce compliances in export oriented RMG
factories of Bangladesh. Despite the recent tragedies in different RMG factories,
Bangladesh still regarded as a popular sourcing for global apparel industries. If we
take into consideration the above global giant’s report then what should we do
immediately is to ensure OHS standard216 in every RMG industries that will regain
the global image of the RMG sector in Bangladesh.
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Abstract
The implementation of Islamic law in Malaysia has many times been questioned
and challenged. The Islamic authorities and scholars are not only faced with
criticisms with regards to its implementation and enforcement locally but also
internationally. There are two clear examples whereby the implementation of
Islamic law through Shariah court has been negatively criticized by the public
namely the case of Lina Joy and the recent case of Indira Gandhi. It is pointed out
that globalization has played a major role in causing an uproar relating to Islamic
law in a secular state. The purpose of this paper is to understand the relationship
between globalization and Malaysia. In doing so, the paper will highlight the
consequences of globalization focusing on the issues of migration, education,
culture and human rights groups. This paper will highlight that these issues
(amongst many) are the cause of tension between the non-muslims and the
Islamic authorities. By understanding the root of the problem, this paper will seek
to propose solutions in clearing the negative perceptions on Islamic law.
Keywords: Globalization, Islamic law, Migration, Education, Culture, Human
Rights, Conversion.
1.

Introduction

“Globalization is the closer integration of the countries and peoples around
the world ... brought about by the enormous reduction of costs of
transportation and communication, and the breaking down of artificial
barriers to the flows of goods, services, capital, knowledge, and people
across borders.”
Joseph E. Stiglitz217
Globalization is not a novel concept as it has continually evolved since time
immemorial. Looking back through history; from wars to conquer lands,
revolution and advancement of computer technology, all of these antecedences
are examples of the advent of globalization. It is undeniable that globalisation has
brought plethora of benefits to the world but one must bear in mind that
changes caused by globalization has a domino effect on all aspect of life. As
globalization continues to evolve, so does the needs of the society which
demands more from the government in order to adapt with the social changes.
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With respect to Malaysia, it is interesting to note that the relationship between
Malaysia and globalization has somewhat been paradoxical. Malaysia has been
perceived to embrace, redefine and reject globalization throughout time.218
These contradictory approaches are manifest particularly in relation to
development of the Islamic jurisprudence. The issue of conversion of Lina Joy and
the children on Indira Gandhi’s will serve as illustrations for this paper. These
matters encourage Shariah and Civil courts to expand its jurisdiction in relation to
conversion. Nevertheless, despite such intention, globalization has presented
Shariah courts with many challenges with regards to the adaptation of Islamic
jurisprudence in the 21st century. Due to various controversies and criticisms
brought against Shariah courts domestically, it has attracted the attention of
human rights activists at an international level. Whilst the long term
consequences of globalization in relation to the development in Islamic
jurisprudence are not clear, the events that took place in the recent years
indicate that Islamic law will continue to develop regardless whatever impacts
that globalization may have on its progression.
This article begins by introducing the decisions of the courts in relation to Lina
Joy’s conversion and the unilateral conversion of Indira Gandhi’s children which
drew wide-reaching attention in relation to the development of Islamic law. This
article will focus on the relationship between globalization and Malaysia in an
attempt to discover the social problems associated with globalization. The issues
pertaining to migration, education and culture will be examined in this article. In
addition to that, this article will touch upon criticisms presented by the human
rights groups which generated heated arguments amongst the Islamic scholars.
Lastly, this article will also examine the implication of Lina Joy and Indira Gandhi’s
case in relation to globalization and the society as a whole.
2.

The Lina Joy case

Azlina binti Jailani was born a Muslim but she subsequently converted her
religion to Christianity in 1997. She applied to the Malaysian National
Registration Department (NRD) to change her Muslim name in her identity card
to a Christian name, namely Lina Joy, so that she could wed her ethnic Indian
Catholic fiancé219. Her application to change her Muslim name was approved but
the word ‘Islam’ was inserted in her identity card even though her application
form stated that she is a Christian.220 This is because during that period of time,
there were some amendments made to the National Regulations which requires
the identity cards of Muslims to state the word ‘Islam’ as their religion.221
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The amendments have defeated her purpose of changing her name and
therefore, it presented another obstacle to her marriage. This is because in
Malaysia, a Muslim woman cannot marry a non-Muslim man unless he converts
to Islam.222 In her case, since her fiancé refused to convert to Islam, she then
applied to NRD to have the word ‘Islam’ to be deleted from her identity card. The
NRD contested her application on grounds that she failed to produce a certificate
of apostasy from Shariah court which will certify that she is no longer a Muslim.
As a result, Lina Joy has brought her matter to the High Court and subsequently
to the Court of Appeal on the grounds that her right to freedom of religion based
on Article 11(1) Federal Constitution of Malaysia has been infringed. However, in
both hearing stages, the courts rejected her application. She fought for her
religious freedom in the Federal Court, which is the highest court in Malaysia, but
only to find herself a similar judgment rejecting her application. It was held that
the issue of removing the word ‘Islam’ in her identity card falls under the
jurisdiction of Shariah courts. Furthermore, Article 121 (1A) of the Federal
Constitution of Malaysia states that the civil court does not have jurisdiction to
hear matter in relation to Islamic law hence she has no choice but to seek
recourse at Shariah court.
The decision was not unanimous as there was one non-Muslim judge on the
panel whom sided with Lina Joy. Richard Malanjum CJ in his dissenting noted that
the sole reason as to why Lina Joy did not apply for a certificate of apostasy from
Shariah Court is because she could face criminal prosecution for renouncing
Islam.223 This case is said to relate to globalization as it involves the element of
migration, culture and education which has resulted in the judgment given. This
case differs from Azmi Mohamed Azam, Roneey’s case whom has received a
court declaration from the High Court of Sabah and Sarawak compelling the
National Registration Department to change his name to Roneey Rebit and his
religion from Islam to Christianity in his identity card.224 In this case, the applicant
was initially a Christian before he converted to Islam by virtue of his parents’
conversion when he was a minor.225 The High Court judge, Datuk Yew Jen Kie, a
non-Muslim has held that Azmi@Roneey’s case deals with his constitutional right
to freedom of religion even though same principles should be afforded to Lina
Joy. It remains to be seen whether the case will remain as a good law or will be
challenged in the future.
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3.

The Conversion of Indira Gandhi’s Children

There is also another controversy case involving Islamic law pertaining to the
conversion of Indira Gandhi’s children. Indira Gandhi a/p Mutho underwent a
Hindu marriage ceremony with Pathmanathan a/l Krishnan and had their
marriage registered under the civil law in 1993. Her husband subsequently
embraced Islam in 2009 and has unilaterally converted their three children
without her knowledge and consent. When she discovered that her husband has
converted the children, she applied to the High Court for an order of certiorari to
quash the certificates of conversion for non-compliance with ss99, 100 and 101
of the Administration of the Religion of Islam (Perak) Enactment 2004. Her
application was successful on grounds that the children were not present before
the Pendaftar Muallaf to utter the clauses of the Affirmation of Faith and that
the act of her husband to convert the children without her consent was
unconstitutional, illegal, null and void.226 The matter was then brought to Court
of Appeal whereby the three-judge panel had in a majority judgment reinstated
the children’s conversion to Islam.227 Justices Balia Yusof Wahi and Badariah
Sahamid held that Syariah court has the exclusive jurisdiction to hear matters
concerning Muslims’ conversions.228
The issue of children conversion to Islam without the consent of other spouse has
a domino effect on other matter as well, for example, the custody of the children.
It was explained in great detail by Lee Swee Seng J that the matter pertaining to
custody does not fall under the purview of Syariah Court as one of the parents is
a non-Muslim.229 This is explicitly stated under section 45 of the Islamic Family
Law (Perak) Enactment 2004 which gives authorization to the Syariah Court to
hear divorce cases only if the marriage satisfies the criteria under the
provision.230 In a similar vein, Syariah Court has no jurisdiction to hear custody
matter where the children were not born to Muslim parents in a Muslim
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marriage, or at least whose parents are both converted to Muslim.231 Based on
these provisions, Indira Gandhi was lawfully granted by the civil High Court with a
full custody of all her three children.
It is worth noting that the custody issue contended in the Indira Gandhi’s case is
not novel and has been previously heard before the court.232 Not long after the
Court of Appeal judgment on Indira Gandhi’s case, there was one comparable
case which similarly concern with custody and conversion of the children. In
Viran a/l Nagapan v Deepa a/p Subramaniam, the Federal Court held that the
civil High Court has the jurisdiction to hear matter concerning divorce, custody of
the children and other ancillary matters provided that the ex-husband and exwife had underwent a civil law marriage.233 Similar point was reiterated that
Syariah Court has no jurisdiction to hear application for divorce cases where the
marriage was not solemnized under hukum syarak. 234 Nonetheless, in the
circumstances where Syariah Court has somewhat given an order with respect to
divorce or custody case, the order is a valid order but it has to be set aside before
the party aggrieved can bring an action to the civil High Court.235
The ensuing legal battles have captured worldwide attention which brought
many negative perceptions towards the so-called intolerant Malaysian court’s
decision towards other faiths.236 There have been many calls for the government
to amend the current statutes and state enactments in order to provide
permanent solution to these conflicts of jurisdictions.237 It is pointed out that
globalization plays a role in the development of Islamic law. Globalization can
231
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either create hostility amongst the people in a multi-cultural society or it could
bring the people together.238 This relates to the issue of migration which has an
impact on the development of Islamic law in relation to conversion and apostasy.
4.

Migration

One aspect that should be looked into in Lina Joy’s decision is migration. History
has shown that migration to Malaysia has occurred since 14th century primarily
either because to search for a better livelihood or was brought by the British
colonies to work in Malaysia.239 Given the fact that international migration is a
global phenomenon, it has become the subject of many sophisticated studies to
determine if it brings more harm than good. The nations around the globe
encouraged migration as it promotes the nations’ economy, diversity and
multiculturalism. Despite the many benefits of migration, there is a fear of
transculturation between the Islam and other religions around the world. The
migrants relocating to Malaysia bringing not only themselves but also carrying
together with them their unique philosophies, ideologies and values.
Before the establishment of independence in 1957, Malaysia was predominantly
consisted of the native Malays or commonly known as Bumiputras. Malay is a
person who was born locally, professes the religion of Islam, habitually speaks
Malay and conforms to Malay custom.240 However, as a result of invasion by the
British, Portuguese, Dutch and Japanese colonial power during 18th-19th century,
it has subsequently led to the escalation of other ethnicities due to migration.
The Malay ethnic structure has changed dramatically when these colonial rules
imported foreign labour from China and India to work at tin mines, rubber
plantations and construction sectors in order to meet the needs of the colonial
economy in the Malay Peninsula.241 These migrations have inadvertently led
Malaysia to become a multi-racial country with a mix of people from different
races namely the Malays, Chinese, Indians and many others. Although migration
was recognized as one of the factors that infuse foreign investment resulting in
high employment and economic growth, nonetheless in today’s modern world, it
has attracted many negative perspectives towards Malaysia’s governance
especially in relation to Islamic law.
The study conducted by Vlieland indicates that the population growth in Malaysia
between the year 1931 to 1947 have increased more than 65 per cent that is
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approximately 940 000 immigrants came from India or China. 242 It is
acknowledged that the dominant factor which led to the growth of more than
half of the increase in the populations is not births but immigration.243 Ten years
later, after the census was conducted and when Malaysia achieved its
independence, the founding fathers of the independence drew Federal
Constitution of Malaysia which acknowledges the rights of the migrants to
citizenship244 as well as their rights to profess their religion.245 However, no one
at that time could foresee the problem arising today in relation to apostasy and
conversion as seen in the Lina Joy and Indira Gandhi’s case.
The ambiguities and lacuna in the Malaysian Constitution particularly with
respect to freedom of religion has been subjected to many controversies and
scrutiny. According to the tenets of Islam, an individual may profess any religion
of his or her choice but with respect to an apostate, there is a penalty for a
Muslim who converted from Islam.246 It has been argued that since Islam is the
religion of the Federation, the founding fathers should have included the text in
the Al-Quran regarding the consequences of leaving Islam.247 Nevertheless, upon
closer examination of the Constitution as a whole, it can be seen that the
intention of the founding fathers laying down the Constitution is to instil notions
of pluralistic and equal rights in a society. The Constitution acknowledged the
rights to freedom of religion and it is made out of respect to the Chinese and
Indian migrants who came to Malaysia. The Constitution recognized the rights of
the migrants to profess their religion such as Buddhism, Christianity and
Hinduism but it implicitly does not allow for a Muslim to become an apostate
given the fact that Islam is the official religion in Malaysia.
A prominent retired judge, Dato’ Faiza Tamby Chik also recognized that the
concept of religious freedom does not apply to Muslims in Malaysia.248 His
Honour voiced out his opinion that the clause towards freedom of religion in the
Constitution is merely to provide a balancing clause so that other religions might
practice in peace and harmony within any part of the Federation.249 From these
statements, it has been perceived that Islam is treated with utmost dignity to the
extent that the renouncement of Islam is made impossible. The averment was
made on the basis that the reason that the Constitution was rightly made after
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Malaysia gained its independence was to protect the rights of its citizen. There
are many Chinese and Indian migrants that have already obtained citizenship
hence their rights to live in Malaysia are also protected and enshrined in the
Constitution.250 It is emphasized that it was the result of globalization that
rendered the founding fathers to acknowledge the rights of the immigrants. The
existence of globalization has rendered Malaysia not to be an Islamic state but a
state that recognizes Islam as the official religion of the country.251
5.

Culture

As a result of globalization, the combinations of migration and mixed cultures
have attracted many intensive debates amongst Islamic scholars regarding the
cultures of Indian and Chinese on Islamic society. In today’s modern world, there
are many aspects of Islamic culture that has been affected by the external
influences and hence, it has raised a lot of concerns whether the Muslim will
depart from its Islamic tenets. From the way Muslims dress to the opinions that
they present, it has brought significant changes to the way Muslims think. There
are more Muslims becoming more liberal in their daily lives. One of the Islamic
scholars in Malaysia, Datuk Sheikh Azmi Ahmad feared that the concept of an
open-minded society in a young Muslims’ thinking, for example Lina Joy, would
gradually deteriorates their religious sentiments and enthusiasm. 252 As
globalization continues to evolve, the Islamic scholars acknowledged that there is
an urgent need to enhance the dynamism of jurisprudence in Islamic law in order
to keep up with the rapid modernization in the human civilization.
Despite such intention, it is pertinent to note that it is not an easy task to develop
the jurisprudence of Islamic law in Malaysia. The Shariah courts as well as the
government of Malaysia have encountered many criticisms from the society
criticising that the government are not sensitive towards other religions and
cultures. For example, the practices of yoga were banned for Muslims as it
comprises physical movements and religious element of Hinduism which is
inappropriate for Muslims’ faith.253 Although the proscription does not affect
non-Muslims in general, it has eroded the perception of Islam by other faiths
around the globe. As a multi-racial and multi-cultural country, the prohibition has
somewhat offended the Indian society in particular and as such, it has caused
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resentment towards the Malaysian government for indirectly portraying a
negative image towards Indian practices.254
Another recent banning by the National Fatwa Council is the prohibition of ecigarettes or famously known as ‘vaping’.255 Since the majority of Malaysia
population consists of 60.4% of Muslim,256 the religious minorities are concerned
whether the growth in the Muslim population would promote the Islamization
process.257 There have been many concerns that the emergent of Islamic law in
the legal system would encourage Malaysia to deviate from a system of secular
government into becoming an Islamic state.258 Such solicitude has been said to
be the result of globalization that has caused the world to be a competing place
for cultures in order to enlarge their sphere of influence.259
By reason of globalization, it has also been perceived that the variety of cultures
have produced much tension and friction. 260 The globalization process has
created difficult relations between the non-Muslims and Shariah courts
particularly in relation to conversion. The non-Muslims often opt to challenge
the decision of Shariah courts without considering the rationale behind such
determination. It is examined that one of the underlying principles following the
Federal Court’s decision is that the courts want to prevent Lina Joy from
removing her cultural specificity; that is being a Malay Muslim. This is the result
of the active inter-penetration and combination of cultural element promulgated
by globalization. These elements have inadvertently led Lina Joy to abandon her
belief and Islamic tenets in order to adopt a more cosmopolitan worldview. This
view is supported by the argument presented by Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, the
former Prime Minister of Malaysia, whom acknowledges that cultural changes
are the result of global interconnectedness.261
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Although globalization promotes harmonization and multiculturalism, many
academicians argued that globalization presented a negative impact on the
expansion on Islamic law. It is established that Malaysian government which is
predominantly controlled by Muslims will continue to preserve traditional values
even though it carries different notions of principles for the non-Muslims. For
instance, the former Prime Minister Tun Abdullah Badawi who often promoted
Islam Hadhari as a model for development in Malaysia has raised conflicting
ideology between the Muslims and non-Muslims political leaders.262 The intensity
of global cultural confrontations has decreased the confidence in the nonMuslims society as to whether the Malaysian government are capable of
administering the country without taking into account Islamic principles. Such
thinking would disrupt the positive development in Islamic law as the Shariah
courts will often need to reassure the society of its recognition towards nonMuslims’ right in relation to Islamic law. Where there is a failure to do so, it will
generate abhorrence to some of the non-Muslims whom will create an uproar in
order to show their discontent towards court’s decision. An illustration can be
seen in Lina Joy’s case. The court’s decision had an adverse social repercussion
creating racial tensions between Muslims and non-Muslims whereby some 40
000 Malaysian rallied in the capital to demand political and judicial reform.263 It is
observed that these social changes were induced by globalization. It promotes
citizens to think liberally and encourages citizen to fight for their rights. This has
resulted Malaysia to be socially and politically unstable at that point in time.
Despite the uproar that occurred in Malaysia, its experience towards public
discontent has encouraged Shariah courts to be more sensitive and responsive
towards other religious cultures in developing its jurisprudence especially when
the matter involves non-Muslim. In 2010, a significant decision by a civil court
calling for a clearer divide between Malaysian secular and religious courts was
seen to be a positive development in law.264 Reflecting on Lina Joy’s case, even
though she had not obtained State’s approval to renounce Islam but she has
admitted and declared herself to be a non-Muslim. As such, she faces a quandary
towards her rights to be heard in court whether she should bring her matter in
secular court or Shariah court. Since she already admitted that she is a nonMuslim, she contended that she should be heard in the civil court. However, in
the eyes of law she is still a Muslim therefore she must resolve her issue in
Shariah court. Such a matter indicates that the society in a multicultural country
is still confused towards the dual court structure in Malaysia. The perplexity on
the jurisdiction of the courts to hear matter pertaining to apostasy came to light
262
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due to the hybrid state of Malaysia, that is being in-between the secular state
and the theocratic state.265 It has been perceived that hybridity is a product of
global and local interactions which recognizes that transcultural relations are
indeed complex and intricate. 266 Hence there is an urgent need for the
government ministers to find a balance in the law by looking into the matter of
conversion to Islam and also renouncing Islam. These changes would then
facilitate Shariah courts to be more sensitive towards other religions and
embrace the concept of freedom of religion.
6.

Education

Another factor to be considered in relation to globalization is the evolving nature
of the education system. The emergence of secular institutions in Malaysia which
was introduced by the British has presented an overwhelming impact on
Malaysian education system. The invasion by the British colonial is one form of
globalization which contains numerous implications as to how the education
system has changed and will continue to change, in response to the demand of
the society. Burbules and Torres have observed that the implications of the
educational process have become a public concern as it goes beyond the aim of
developing the knowledge of an individual.267
There are few types of education institutions established in Malaysia namely
secular schools, vernacular schools, Islamic religious schools and international
schools. These institutions have diverse education policy whereby the instructors
in vernacular schools teaches in Tamil or Mandarin medium with curricula from
India and China respectively, English medium in international schools or Malay
language in the national schools. There are currently 10,154 national schools,
1296 Chinese schools and 523 Tamil schools in Malaysia.268 The numbers of
Chinese and Tamils schools have increased since 2010 and extensive efforts have
been made by the government to recruit more Chinese and Tamil language
teachers in primary schools nationwide.269 The problem with the diversity in the
education system is that it detrimentally promotes ethnics segregation and racial
polarisation.270 It was found that the enrolment choices and preferential policies
have contributed significantly to the current state of ethnic segregation in
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Malaysia’s educational system. 271 In the absence of ethnic interaction, the
individuals have been deprived of the opportunity to integrate, understand and
appreciate the custom and values of other ethnicities.
Such nature and complexity of globalization that have impacted upon Malaysian
education system raises fundamental issues whether the government should
abolish the vernacular schools. The removal of religion based schools would
encourage students to escape from their comfort zone; that is being able to
interact and integrate amongst other ethnicities. It is emphasized that since the
official religion of the Federation is Islam, it is suggested that the curriculum of
Islamic studies should also be compulsory to non-Muslim students to undertake
Islamic studies. The proposal is not intended to persuade the non-Muslims
students to convert to Islam but it is anticipated that the field of Islamic study
would encourage the young Malaysians to understand better about the Islamic
tenets and practices. In doing so, it is envisioned that in a globalized world,
individuals with better knowledge in Islamic principle will call a halt to racial
stereotyping. Furthermore, in advocating this notion of teaching, it will also
enable Islamic law to be appreciated by the society. Such methodologies will
restore the originality of Islamic law and also able to make Islamic legal system
acceptable by the non-Muslims society.272 As such, it will stimulate a significant
shift in the process of interconnections in order for Malaysian to move forward in
appreciating globalization.
This is because, in the current national education system, there is a low level of
Islamic studies undertaken by the non-Muslims. Therefore, they are unable to
comprehend the basis rule of a decision made by Islamic authorities. The case of
Lina Joy serves an illustration whereby the non-Muslims are constantly
undermining the decision made by the Shariah court; claiming that the
institutions are not being sensitive towards the rights of a person to profess
other religions. In fact, Shariah court is merely carrying out its duty based on the
tenets of Islam and the decree pronounced by the law. All of the judgments
made by the Islamic authority are based on the main text of the Al-Quran and
since Lina Joy was born as a Muslim, she must adhere to the principles laid down
by the Islamic law in renouncing Islam.273
It is further said that the current problem relating to Islamic law and education
has somewhat been exacerbated by the government when it encourages
students to pursue their education overseas. The encouragement has indirectly
eroded the confidence in the national education system in a sense that the
society is undermining the capability of the local authority to develop its
literature in Malaysia. This has raised fundamental concerns whether
271
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globalization poses a threat to the continuity of cultural diversity. The advent of
globalization has driven young Malaysians to forgo its nationality in exchange for
foreign educations which is seen to be more advanced and developed. There is
an apprehension that failing to adopt the trend towards globalization could run
the risk of being excluded from the transnational world economy.274 The merit of
the argument has been further supported by academic scholars criticising
globalization as a foreign invasion towards cultural values, destroying the rich
diversity of human civilizations.275 Despite such criticisms, it has been argued that
someone has to pay the price of the obliteration of the cultural mixture in order
to develop a better Islamic law for the benefit of future mankind. It is
emphasized that education play a very important role in educating the society on
Islamic principles as well as in developing the Islamic law system in Malaysia.
7.

Human Rights

Another significant effect of globalization is the existence of the human rights
which provides a major challenge to the traditional administration in the Shariah
courts system. There were ten non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that
participated in Lina Joy’s case in order to give pressure to the Federal Court
judges.276 This indicates that the impact of globalization on one’s country is so
potent and influential to the fact that it has caused a number of participation of
organizations to be involved in the development of Islamic law.
Most of the arguments presented by the human rights organizations is based on
one point - that Lina Joy’s right to choose her religion which is enshrined in
Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) has been
violated. Similarly in Indira Gandhi’s case, her decisions towards the children’s
religion, welfare and education must be fully upheld and protected as reflected
under UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW) and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).277
These external pressures have placed the lawmakers in a dilemma, to determine
whether the international human rights declaration has a place in Islamic law
development and if so, is it compatible with Islamic principles? Malaysia has
chosen to preserve the Islamic practices and values in its governance and such
decision is argued to be respected. The proliferation of human rights in
international relations has been argued to be merely one of the globalization
274
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mechanisms in interfering with state sovereignty in handling its affairs.278 The
active promotion of individual rights without understanding the essence of
Malaysia Constitution; being that Muslims are bound by Islamic law is just plainly
ignorant and unacceptable. It is explicitly stipulated in Clause 1A of Article 121 of
the Federal Constitution of Malaya (1957) that Shariah courts have exclusive
jurisdiction to hear Shariah matters. The conceptions of human rights which are
clearly based on hegemonic Western culture are therefore incompatible with the
ideology of Islamic laws.279 It is noted that the practice of human rights in
claiming to all sorts of human dignity entitlement has somewhat influenced the
process of globalization. Brysk perceived that where a cosmopolitan system
liberalizing individuals to pursue their rights, it will cause many people to suffer
from both long-standing state repression and new denial of rights linked to
transnational forces.280 In order to avoid such event from occurring, there is a
need for the non-Muslims society to embrace a broader perspective towards
Islamic law and be tolerance with Shariah courts’ decision making. In the absence
of intention to foster globalization, the human rights movement will hinder the
ability of Shariah courts to develop on its jurisprudence. This can be seen in Lina
Joy’s case where such movements have caused various contradictory effects on
the development of Islamic law.
The involvements of NGOs have definitely encouraged many opposition
politicians to condemn the government and the judicial organization. One of the
opposition leader, Lim Kit Siang said that the courts’ decision on Lina Joy’s case
have caused a major blow and a grievous setback to Malaysia as a secular
nation.281 Even the political analysts observed that the rapid growth of Shariah
court system would undermine the country’s reputation as a tolerant and
progressive Muslim nation.282 Notwithstanding such contentions, it has been
revealed that main components of globalization such as freedom of speech and
social movements have reinforced the administration in the Shariah courts. It has
encouraged Shariah courts to take into account the laws and administration in
other countries in order to ascertain how other secular countries would decides
in such situation.
As such, the trepidation shown by the political analysts with regards to the
inefficiency of Shariah courts is not entirely true. The Lina Joy’s case has
encouraged Shariah courts to develop Islamic laws towards adopting
278
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international standards in other areas as well. For instance, in relation to
banking, where Malaysia has been successful in attracting foreign financial
institutions to conduct Islamic banking business in which the banking system is
regulated according to Shariah laws.283 According to Tan Sri Dato’ Dr. Zeti Akhtar
Aziz, the Governor of Central Bank of Malaysia, the ability of the Islamic banking
industry to adapt to international standards has led to more than 300 Islamic
financial institutions to be launched worldwide across 75 countries. 284 The
capacity of non-Muslim countries to engage and accept the intricacies of Islamic
principles shows that the global dominant phenomenon of globalization has
astoundingly allowed Islamic law to develop not only domestically but
internationally as well. Undoubtedly, it is clear that globalisation has far-reaching
effects and is embedded within the daily administration of the Shariah courts.
8.

Conclusion and Suggestion

In conclusion, it is undeniable that various problems have arisen in relation to
Islamic law as a result of globalization. From migration to the movements of
human rights organizations, this article has uncovered the complex challenges
that the globalization presents to the development of Islamic law. Many of the
obstructions in the growth of Islamic literatures emerged by the non-Muslims
locally but subsequently have expanded worldwide. The negative criticisms
brought against Islamic laws are one of the implications of globalization.
Globalization has indeed changed the meaning and importance of culture and
national identity in world affairs.285 In addition to that, even the former Prime
Minister of Malaysia, Dr. Mahathir Mohamed have acknowledged that the new
thinking of liberalization caused by globalization has obliterated the Islamic
traditional methods in administering Muslims’ way of life.286 Such sentiments are
undoubtedly true as the thoughts of the non-Muslims society are heavily
influenced by western culture promoted by globalization. In the absence of
understanding how Islamic law works, their disparagements towards Malaysia’s
administration would impair Malaysia’s identity as a progressive nation.
Nevertheless, it is noted that one cannot simply blame globalization for the
plights suffered in the progress of developing better laws. Globalization has
allowed Malaysia to develop a strong positive relationship with other countries
such as India and China; being that the Malaysian government recognizes the
Chinese and Indian immigrants’ rights to adopt a better livelihood in Malaysia.
Furthermore, the historical evidence of British endorsing common law principles
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into Malaysia civil law system and acknowledging the application of Islamic law to
Muslims indicates that Malaysia is open-minded towards globalization.287
These consequences are just few examples that have highlighted the enormous
benefits brought by migration to Malaysia as a whole. In an effort to develop a
better Islamic jurisprudence, the Ministry of Education should consider to
restructure the syllabus of the Islamic education in the national schools to
include the current social issues pertaining to Islam at the primary level. By
introducing the history and principles of Islamic law to both Muslim and nonMuslim students at primary school level, it would embed cultural sensitivity and
understanding at a young age. Apart from that, the suggestion of preparing nonMuslim students with Islamic literature from a young age will allow them to keep
abreast with the Islamic tenets and principles. It is nevertheless acknowledged
that this recommendation may receive criticisms given the fact that many people
would not agree with the notion to instil Islamic principles to the non-Muslims. It
is argued that it is desirable for every individual regardless their race and religion
to divest themselves from cultural stagnation. In an increasingly globalized world,
individuals should be encouraged to adopt a more judicious and moderate facets
in order to understand Islamic jurisprudence.
It is submitted that the impact of globalization on Islamic law is two-fold; being
that it has presented both positive and negative implications. Globalization has
contributed to Islamic scholars to revising and updating Islamic jurisprudence in
order to suit the current needs of the society. Nevertheless, globalization has also
affronted the good name of Islam when it provides a window for the media to
spread unpleasant news regarding Shariah courts’ decision. It is noted that
globalization will often presents changes and challenges to society especially
when the world evolves on a daily basis. As such, whatever outcome of
globalization will be at the end of the day, every individual needs to retrieve
information with an open mind in order to integrate with other religions and
faiths around the globe.
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Abstract
A contractual obligation requires both buyer and seller to make payment for and
to deliver the goods, respectively. Failure to comply these obligations by either
party, principle of equity requires that the other party is able to compel the party
found to be in non-compliance to accomplish the same. Similar obligation is to be
observed in relation to the sale of property in goods which requires failure to
transfer the ownership has to be remedied. Malaysian law requires the delivery
of property in goods to the buyer, failure to do so the buyer may sue the seller
for damages for non-delivery.288 However, there may be situations where both
parties performed their obligations respectively but neither payment nor
property in goods is recoverable. This paper is going to examine whether existing
law provides any remedies relating to the above issue or equitable principle shall
be applicable in providing the remedies.
Keywords: Ubi jus ibi remedium, Sale of Bulk Goods, Role of Equity, Contractual
Obligations, Passing of Property.

1.

Introduction

Ubi jus ibi remedium. 289 A fundamental role of the law is to facilitate the
fulfilment of expectations. A contract of sale establishes that where payment is
made for goods, delivery of such goods must take place, and vice versa. Such is
the function of the transfer theory, whereby contractual duties assist the passing
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of rights and entitlements.290 Consequently, a contract of sale creates obligations
upon both buyer and seller to make payment for and to deliver the goods,
respectively. Should one party be unable to meet these obligations, fairness
requires that the other party is able to compel the first to accomplish the same,
be it through personal actions or proprietary compensation.
Similarly, a property owner’s actions in voluntarily setting aside property to be
sold and receiving consideration for the same creates the expectation that
ownership in such property will pass. In other words, where the obligations
under a contract of sale have been performed by payment and delivery, property
in the goods ought to transfer from seller to buyer. This is the effect of the labour
theory of property, whereby the extent of the property’s appropriation is
determined by the extent its owner allows labour to be mixed with it. 291 It
follows once again that failure to recognize the appropriate movement of
ownership ought to be remedied in order to properly fulfil the expectations of
the parties.
The real world, however, is messier than theory. What if both payment and
delivery have been completed, but neither payment nor goods are recoverable
through no fault of either party? Does the law provide a remedy for this? Or is
there the need for equity to see as done what ought to be done?
2.

The Issue at Hand

The scenario where the parties could be left high and dry despite doing
everything contractually required of them is, unfortunately, a reality in the sale of
bulk goods under Malaysian law. As commodities such as palm oil, grains and
sugar are often transported en masse by a single carrier between multiple sellers
and buyers, such bulk goods have yet to be sufficiently ascertained or identified
to each individual contract of sale.292 Consequently, no property in such goods
can pass,293 and no specific performance is available for such goods until and
unless they are physically set aside.294
As such ascertainment may only take place upon unloading and/or distribution,
weeks or even months elapse before a pre-paying buyer finally becomes the
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owner of goods which have already been delivered.295 Throughout this time, the
buyer effectively bears the unusual risk of losing both the purchase price and the
goods due to the lack of a legal proprietary interest in either.296 For example,
where a seller goes bankrupt while the bulk goods are in transit, a pre-paying
buyer is merely an unsecured creditor who is at most entitled to a meagre
dividend once the distribution of property is completed.297 This is not what the
parties expect, and this is not what the law ought to condone, let alone
prescribe.
Such unfairness has dire ramifications for the commercial well-being of the
country. As things stand, Malaysia commands of more than US$228 billion worth
of merchandized goods exports as of 2013, amounting to more than 73% of its
gross domestic product in the same year.298 Any loss of confidence in Malaysia’s
ability to safeguard these transactions would easily result in a significant loss of
income for the nation. It would also jeopardize the country’s position as the 25th
largest trading nation in terms of registered fleets, with the 5th largest container
port throughput in the world.299
Consequently, it is vital that Malaysian laws facilitate the expectations of
commercial players instead of hinder them. In order to suggest a way forward,
the shortcomings of existing Malaysian sale of goods legislation must first be
explored in greater detail. Next, the experiences of English jurisprudence, which
is generally binding on Malaysian commercial matters,300 in developing equitable
principles to overcome these inadequacies will be analyzed to suggest a solution
for Malaysia. Finally, the willingness of Malaysian courts to exercise discretion in
implementing equitable solutions will be discussed to determine the utility of
equity in fulfilling the expectations of bulk traders.
3.

The Gap between Theory and Reality in Existing Malaysian Sale of Goods
Legislation

As mentioned in the opening remarks, the performance of contractual
obligations under the contract of sale - i.e. payment and delivery - ought to be
sufficient to transfer ownership of the goods from seller to buyer. The necessary
mixing of labour happens when the seller accepts payment for the goods and
loads a bulk of goods onto the carrier for delivery, thereby placing the goods
beyond his control. By appropriating the bulk goods to the contract(s) of sale, the
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seller may no longer exercise ownership rights over the same by exchanging
them with similar goods from his general stock.301
At the same time, however, the fact that goods are only segregated in bulk
means that insufficient labour has been mixed with the bulk to fully transfer
property in the goods to the buyer(s). Such physical separation or ascertainment
is necessary to clearly identify which goods are to be owned by the buyer.302
Consequently, exclusive ownership of goods in bulk sales only transfers to the
buyer upon unloading and distribution, and not upon delivery to the carrier
where the bulk goods are at best intermediately ascertained.
Summarily, even though the obligations of payment and delivery under the
contract of sale have been performed, these do not translate into transfer of
ownership of bulk goods from seller to buyer. To conflate matters, current
commercial practice has buyers making payments up front in exchange for
documents of title, often in multiple sub-sales, before the bulk goods are even
loaded upon a ship.303 This means that the obligations to the goods in personam
evolve much faster than the rights in rem thereto. While this is fine as long as the
goods remain within the seller’s control, the risk of complications arising
magnifies during the period in limbo when the bulk goods are in transit upon the
carrier.
It is therefore clear that Malaysian law, as it stands, is impractical and ineffective
at safeguarding the interests of the parties in bulk sales. This contradicts the
purpose of the sale of goods legislation which is to protect the parties and to
facilitate the transfer of ownership.304 As such, it is imperative for a remedy to be
found, lest the law slip into disrepute.
4.

The Role of Equity in Giving Effect to Contractual Obligations for Bulk
Sales

It is widely accepted that equity mitigates the harshness of law by assisting the
provision of suitable remedies for those whose rights have been affected.305 It is
also widely acknowledged that equity is not limited to merely providing solutions
but can also create enforceable interests in property, even in commercial
matters.306 It therefore follows that recognizing an equitable proprietary interest
for pre-paying buyers of bulk goods would help ensure that they are not left
301
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without a remedy in the event a personal action against the seller becomes
impossible while the goods have yet to be fully ascertained.307
The question therefore arises whether the Malaysian courts could resort to
equity to better give effect to bulk sale contracts. As no Malaysian decision on
point has yet to arise, reference must be made to the prevailing English
precedent of Re Wait.308 In this case, the issue was whether the pre-paying buyer
was entitled to recover his share of bulk goods which were in transit and had yet
to be fully ascertained when the seller became insolvent. While the buyer
succeeded in the Divisional Court, the Court of Appeal disagreed and restored the
decision of the County Court at first instance. Given that the judges in the Court
of Appeal disagreed on the role of equity in sale of goods transactions, it
becomes necessary to evaluate the reasons provided by Their Lordships on this
matter.
In the first majority judgment, Lord Hanworth MR ruled that as the buyer’s share
of goods were not physically segregated from the bulk, the buyer did not have a
right of ownership to the goods under which he could claim specific
performance. 309 In doing so, His Lordship relied exclusively on specific
appropriation as the basis for legal ownership, only upon which the equitable
remedy of specific performance would arise.310 While such a literal interpretation
appears to be in conformity with the wordings of Sections 16 and 52 of the Sale
of Goods Act 1893 (now 1979),311 it is submitted that His Lordship failed to
appreciate that to do so would leave the buyer without an effective remedy. This
is because whatever right the buyer had to the purchase price would only entitle
him to a minimal remedy as an unsecured creditor, and the buyer would be more
fairly compensated by being able to recover the goods which the seller had
already delivered. Such a right would be recognized if the parties’ mixing of
labour with the goods were to give rise to an equitable proprietary interest.
Unfortunately, the second majority judgment of Atkin LJ stepped further away
from this resolution. Not only did His Lordship exclude the possibility of specific
performance for sales of unascertained bulk goods,312 Atkin LJ declared that the
Sale of Goods Act 1893 thoroughly determined the rules governing commercial
transactions and therefore excluded any conflicting equitable principles.313 Once
again, while His Lordship’s preference for certainty is commendable, the
implications of this approach are rather less so. The most notable consequence
307
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of Atkin LJ’s reasoning is that the secured creditors in the seller’s bankruptcy are
unjustly enriched from the contributions of the pre-paying buyer who loses both
the goods and the purchase price. Given that equitable proprietary interests are
recognized in order to prevent such unjust enrichment,314 it follows that the
judgment of Atkin LJ has unduly hobbled the protective and remedial capabilities
of the law.
Atkin LJ’s dismissal of equity, therefore, appears to be a glaring oversight on the
intermediate role of equity in doing “that which ought to be done”.315 As the
actions to transfer property remain beyond the control of the contracting parties
even though payment and delivery to the carrier have been made, Atkin LJ’s
deference to certainty instead creates more insecurity in the sale of bulk goods.
Indeed, the current commercial practice where parties treat documents of title
as representing ownership of bulk goods is more accurately reflected by the
recognition of equitable proprietary interests in the bulk.316
Conversely, Sargant LJ’s dissenting judgment in Re Wait gives greater prominence
to the role of equity. According to His Lordship, the reason why pre-paying
buyers ought to gain equitable interests in bulk goods is to prevent sellers from
defrauding buyers by disposing more goods from the bulk than are required to
satisfy the buyer’s share.317 By equating contracts of sale for bulk goods to
specific legacies in wills, whereby a bequest is made before ascertainment is
possible,318 Sargant LJ was of the opinion that the assistance of equity was
required in order to give full effect to the contract. 319 Consequently, His
Lordship’s dissenting judgment better fulfills the parties’ contractual
expectations by making use of the flexibility and fairness of equity.
Perhaps the most telling part of Sargant LJ’s dissenting judgment is His Lordship’s
observation that “ordinary business is not conducted dishonestly”.320 In making
this statement, Sargant LJ recognized that the parties wished to honour their
contractual obligations by paying for and delivering the goods, and noted that
both the Official Receiver and the bank as the seller’s creditor had acted honestly
in reserving enough goods to meet the buyer’s claim and opening a separate
account for the buyer, respectively.321 In the absence of such noble intentions, it
has been proposed that a trust of the buyer’s share in the bulk goods be
recognized, given that maxim that equity regards as done what ought to be
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done.322 By delivering the bulk goods to the carrier in return for payment, the
seller therefore allows the buyer to become a co-owner of the bulk in equity. It
therefore follows that recognizing such equitable interests would better fulfil the
parties’ contractual expectations beyond the rigid framework of the common
law.
5.

Would Malaysian Courts be Willing to Adopt Equity as a Solution?

Given the compelling reasons for adopting Sargant LJ’s dissenting judgment in Re
Wait, the final question to be answered is whether Malaysian courts would be
willing to exercise their discretion to do so. While Malaysian courts have
traditionally deferred to English principles - thereby giving precedence to the
majority decision in Re Wait - that trend has changed somewhat over the past
few decades. In 1989, two of Malaysia’s most senior judges called for Malaysia to
forge its own common law in line with local values instead of depending on
English cases.323 The rationale behind this was that English law was seen as
obsolete and detracted from national identity. Indeed, it has been suggested that
as the legal reasoning behind the common law has developed throughout a long
history of dealing with human affairs, Malaysian common law should take logical
next step of evolving in accordance with local situations.324 As such, Malaysian
courts have free reign to develop their own precedents in line with local
conditions independently of the English authorities.
An example of how Malaysian common law can evolve independently of English
jurisprudence can be seen in Saad Marwi v Chan Hwan Hwa & Anor.325 This case
is particularly notable for the Court of Appeal’s recognition of unconscionable
bargains as a species of equitable fraud, even though it fell short of the proof of
undue influence required under Section 16 of the Contracts Act 1950.326 In
ordering that a contract for the sale of land procured by unfair advantage and
inequality of bargaining power be vitiated, Gopal Sri Ram JCA pointed out that
Malaysian courts are free to adapt rules of common law and equity to suit local
conditions and “are not to treat ourselves as being bound hand and foot by
English cases.” 327 As His Lordship considered that the English doctrine of
unconscionable bargains was too narrow and catered to the needs of a society
quite different from Malaysia’s, His Lordship preferred the wider and more
flexible interpretation of the doctrine in Canada which was better geared
towards doing practical justice in the circumstances.328 This goes to show that,
322
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even in commercial matters, Malaysian courts are merely guided and not bound
by English decisions - a particularly important consideration for the inclusion of
equity in the sale of bulk goods.
Equitable assignments have also been recognized in the Federal Court case of
Public Finance Bhd v Scotch Leasing Sdn Bhd (In Receivership) (Pewira Habib
Bank, Intervener).329 The issue in this case was whether the prior contractual
assignment of book debts by the assignee leasing company to the assignor
finance company was valid even though no notice had been provided to the
debtor debenture holder. In holding that there was a valid equitable assignment,
Peh Swee Chin FCJ recognized that equity would allow such assignments to
prevail even though the debtor was unaware and did not consent to such
assignments.330 As a result, the assignor’s contractual rights to the debts were
recognized as creating equitable interests in the assignee’s property, which were
then excluded from the debenture holder’s claims. This shows that Malaysian
courts would be willing to recognize equitable proprietary interests where legal
ownership rights fall short - precisely the position of a pre-paying buyer of an
undivided share of bulk goods which have been delivered to a carrier.
Consequently, it is submitted that Malaysian conditions are more accurately
mirrored by the dissenting judgment of Sargant LJ in Re Wait which ought to be
adopted by the Malaysian courts.
Further support for the permissive approach in Sargant LJ’s dissenting judgment
may be found in other Commonwealth jurisprudence, particularly the New
Zealand High Court decision in Swindle v Matakana Estates Ltd (in liquidation).331
This case again involved the question of ownership for a pre-paying buyer of
unbottled wine stored in bulk vats and barrels during the seller’s liquidation. In
holding that the pre-paying buyer acquired a security interest in the wine despite
it having been blended with wine belonging to the company in liquidation, Kós J
emphasized that even though Section 18 of the Sale of Goods Act 1908 prevailed
over the parties’ contractual intentions to transfer property in the wine, this
merely prevented the pre-paying buyer from acquiring absolute ownership and
did not prevent him from becoming a co-owner of the mixed bulk stock.332 This
shows that a more liberal interpretation to Section 18 which allows equitable coownership of bulk goods would better promote fair and honest business
relationships. Indeed, the New Zealand High Court’s interpretation in Swindle v
Matakana Estates allowed the pre-paying buyer to succeed in their action for
conversion against the liquidators!333
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The ultimate question, nonetheless, is whether the strong reasons for
recognizing equitable co-ownership of bulk goods would expressly be recognized
by the Malaysian courts. Reference must therefore be made to the most
pertinent Malaysian decision which deals with the interpretation of Section 18 of
the Sale of Goods Act 1957: Pemunya Kargo atas Kapal 'Istana VI' v Pemilik Kapal
atau Vesel 'Filma Satu' dari Pelabuhan Jakarta Indonesia and other actions.334
One of the questions to be answered by the High Court in this case was whether
property had passed in a cargo of palm oil which had been purchased via three
separate contracts. The total share of palm oil for all three contracts had been
stored in a separate compartment on the ship when an alleged act of conversion
took place – one of the main bases for the suit.
In deciding this question in the affirmative, Nallini Pathmanathan J began with
the trite principle in The Aliakmon335 that only an owner can sue in tort for
conversion; it is insufficient to have a contractual right to do so. Her Ladyship
then considered Section 18 of the Sale of Goods Act 1957 and noted that
ascertainment and appropriation is required for property to pass. Based on the
facts, the learned High Court judge reasoned that the cargo was ascertained as it
was stored separately, and that such cargo was appropriated to the contract by
its delivery to the carrier by the seller.336
At this point, it is apparent that the learned High Court judge has taken a very
literal and direct approach to the application of English precedent and Malaysian
statutes. This suggests that Malaysian courts are likely to give deference to
established common law rules over equitable principles which are merely
persuasive. There may also be less room to adduce case law from other
commonwealth jurisdictions which may support a broader approach than the
English position. That said, this case involved clear facts which demanded a
straightforward and simple approach without the need to resort to equity, as
there was no lacuna to be addressed here. There was also little need for Her
Ladyship to ponder on hypothetical situations involving intermingled goods as it
was not directly in issue.
It is nonetheless submitted that the Malaysian courts may be persuaded to take a
more practical approach to the question of passing of property. This can be seen
from Nallini Pathmanathan J’s subsequent actions in addressing the issue of
appropriation. The learned High Court judge determined that the lack of physical
segregation of the goods between the three bills of lading did not prevent
property from passing to the buyer. In doing so, Her Ladyship applied the English
decision of The Elafi337 on ascertainment by exhaustion and reasoned that as the
price and purchaser for all three bills of lading are the same and the cargo is
homogenous throughout these three contracts, there is no practical reason to
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allocate the bulk between contracts and therefore the plaintiff’s goods have been
appropriated.338
The learned High Court judge’s reasoning suggests that a more equitable
approach could be adopted by Malaysian courts when interpreting the rules
governing the passing of property. It would have been patently unfair to split
hairs as to which contract the goods are ascertained to. This would pave the way
to recognizing equitable proprietary interests in bulk goods, given equity’s role in
preventing fraud and promoting honest transactions between parties. Whether
this would extend to creating a trust of a buyer’s share in a specific bulk which
has yet to be fully segregated, however, is not addressed in this case and has yet
to be explicitly determined.
To sum up, while Malaysian and New Zealand authorities favour the adoption of
Sargant LJ’s permissive interpretation to Section 18, the case of Pemunya Kargo
atas Kapal 'Istana VI' suggests that the Malaysian courts would prima facie prefer
a literal interpretation of the statutory rules and would directly apply more
settled English authorities. This would not bode well for traders as the restrictive
views of Re Wait could still prevail. That said, this case nevertheless keeps the
door open for the recognition of equitable co-ownership in bulk goods and could
suggest a more practical approach to fulfilling the parties’ expectations. How
exactly this will be developed, though, remains to be seen.
6.

Conclusion

“Equity remains also, the saving supplement and complement of the Common
Law…prevailing over the Common Law in cases of conflict but ensuring, by its
persistence and by the very fact of its prevailing, the survival of the Common Law
and the enduring influence of English jurisprudence as a whole in the history of
civilization.”339
In performing their obligations under a contract of sale, the parties expect that
once the buyer has paid the purchase price, ownership of the goods will be
transferred by virtue of the seller’s delivery. In sales of bulk goods, however, the
passing of property lies beyond the parties’ control due to the requirement of
physical ascertainment in Section 18 of the Sale of Goods Act 1957. To make
matters worse, the prevailing interpretation of the law is impractical and
anomalous as it leaves the pre-paying buyer without a secured interest in bulk
goods which have been delivered by the seller. This uncertain position risks not
only the security of the transaction but also the confidence of commercial players
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in the ability of the law to facilitate the same, with potentially severe
consequences on trade-dependent countries like Malaysia.
In the absence of other methods of intervention, the question arises whether
Malaysian courts would be willing to recognize equitable co-ownership for prepaying buyers of delivered bulk goods in order to ensure the fair and effective
execution of contractual obligations. That they are able to do so is not in
question: there are strongly persuasive authorities from both local and
Commonwealth jurisdictions which permit equity to intervene in commercial
matters where the common law falls short. Whether Malaysian courts will
actually exercise this discretion instead of falling back on restrictive precedents,
though, has yet to be properly tested and remains to be determined. It is
nonetheless hoped that Malaysian courts will be cognizant of the wider
importance of fairness and honesty in commercial transactions in interpreting
and applying relevant precedent instead of blindly following the letter of the law.
In the interests of both certainty and fairness, therefore, it would perhaps be
best for co-ownership of delivered bulk goods to be expressly recognized by
legislation. This has already been done in England by virtue of the Sale of Goods
(Amendment) Act 1995. It would be in Malaysia’s best interests to at least
explore the viability of an equivalent amendment, given the legal and historical
similarities between the countries. Not only would this clear up any confusion in
interpreting the law, it would also show Malaysia’s good faith in ensuring the
interests of commercial players are protected in order to maintain the nation as a
conducive platform for international trade. As this will take time to realize, equity
can hold the line in the interim by ensuring the appropriate rights and remedies
of all interested parties are recognised. In the words of one commentator, “Views
are changing as the traditional transforms into the modern and courts come to
terms with the need to police the negotiation and enforcement of commercial
contracts in a more positive way, harnessing good faith, fairness and
unconscionability: generally equity.”340 Expectations, after all, are best fulfilled
with complete and effective performance.
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